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activities planned locally
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"SIMc the first calf to Kaye,
National Day
in 1775. *Iwo the Continental
Congress asked the colonies to
of Prayer
pray tor scisdom in forming a
nation. the call to prayer has
continued through our 'history.. including President Lincoln',
proclamation of a day of 'humiliation. lasting. and prayer' in
1863," the Pray Murray release said. "In 1952. a joith resolution
by :Congress. signed by President Harry S. Truman. declared an
annual national day of prayer. In 1988. the law was amended and
signed by President Ronald Reagan. permanently setting the day
as the -rst hursday of every May.
"Eat year. the president signs a proclamation. encouraging all
Americans to pray on this day. Last year. all 50 state governors
plus the governors of several U.S. territories signed similar
proclamations."
The theme for this year's event is "Pray for America" and is
based on Matthew 12:21. which says. "In His name the nations
will put their hope."
"For one day in May, millions of Americans will put aside their
theological differences which often polarize the body of Christ,
and come together with a single focus." Jacqi Kruger with Pray
Murray said. At thousands of events coast-to-coast, from
churches to synagogues, from stadiums to living rooms.
Americans will cry out to the Father in the name of Jesus for personal and national forgiveness. They will beseech God's undeserved mercy upon a nation which over the years seems increasingly determined to disconnect itself from the God who ordained
and blessed its creation."
As a privately funded organization, the annual observance
seeks to communicate the need to mobilize prayer in America
and to encourage personal repentance and righteousness in the
culture. With this goal in mind. Senior Pastor Greg Laurie of
Harvest Christian Fellowship in Riverside. Calif.. has joined
forces as the Honorary Chairman with Chairwoman Shirley
Dobson to help lead the nation in prayer. In a personal phone
interview with Dr. James Dobson. husband of Shirley Dobson.
Laurie spoke about the "moral meltdown taking place in
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Daily Forecast
The National Weather Service
Wednesday: Mostly sunny
with a high near 82. Calm
wind becoming south around
6 mph in the morning.
Wednesday Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around 59.

Murray
/I Calloway County's
Hometown Nawomper

Southeast wind around 5 mph
becoming calm in the evening.
Thursday: Mostly cloudy
with a 50 percent chance of
showers and thunderstorms. A
high near 75. South southeast
wind 3 to 7 mph.
Thursday Night: Showers
likely and possibly a thunderstorm. Mostly cloudy, with a
low around 50. Light south
southwest wind.
Friday: Showers likely.
Cloudy, with a high near 60.
South southwest wind 6 to 9
mph becoming west in the
afternoon.
Friday Night: A chance of
showers. Mostly cloudy, with a
low around 43. West wind 3 to
7 mph.
Saturday: Partly sunny, with
a high near 63.
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The potentially high cost of a threat
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life - and not
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Calloway Co.
School Board
hosts SBDMs,
discusses cuts
By EDWARD PAARLOWE
Staff Writer
Meeting in special session on
Tuesday night. the concerns of
sequestration and the dissolvent Kentucky School Boards
Insurance Trust dampened an
otherwise positive collaboration between the Calloway
County Board of Education
and the school-based decision
making councils.
WhiJe the main goal of the
evening was to review the
District Improvement Plan for
the 2013-2014 school year,
comments from Superintendent
Kennith Bargo shed light on
some difficult decisions facing
the school systems in the next

HAWKINS TEAGUE / Ledger & Times

A TRIBUTE TO RAY: Emergency vehicles make their way around the courthouse square
as they head up the funeral procession for the late Calloway County Clerk Ray Coursey Jr
The procession left the funeral at Glendale Road Church of Christ and drove north on
Fourth Street to circle the square before heading to the burial at Hicks Cemetery southeast
of Murray.
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Gentry House to host Derby Party to help homeless
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
The Gentry House will host its first
"Derby Party: Run for the Homeless"
fundraiser from 2-6:30 p.m. Saturday at the
Murray Banquet Center.
Mike Wilson became Gentry House's
executive director on April 1 when Wendy
Lovett stepped down after four years of

service. He said he wanted to invite the public to come support a very worthy cause in
this area — the emergency shelter needs of
families trying to secure permanent housing.
"We just thought it would be appropriate,
obviously, with it being this time of year and
the Kentucky Derby coming up," Wilson
said. "One of our board members came up
with the idea. This will be our first annual

— hopefurly, we're going to build on this
from this year forward."
The Derby Party starts at 2 p.m., with race'
time at 5:24 p.m: Tickets are $15 before the
event and $20 the day of the event. Tickets
may be purchased online at www.gentryhouse.org or by contacting Emily Kohl at
761-6802.

IN See Page 3k

McConnell
unveils plan
to help coal
industry
By The Associated Press
PIKEVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Senate Republican Leader
Mitch McConnell unveiled legislation Monday aimed at forcing the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency to expedite
the process for coal companies
seeking permits to open new
mines.
McConnell made a series of
stops in the Kentucky coalfields to promote what he has
dubbed The Coal Jobs
Protection Act. He said the proposal is a response to some
4,000 jobs that have been lost
in the state's Appalachian
region over the past year.

II See Page 2A
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GOING FOR THE RECORD: Tung Dinh of Murray puts a pull-up in the books Tuesday
as he is shown in the early stages of his attempt to set a new Guinness World Record for
pull-ups in 24 hours at Quest Fitness Center. Dinh is attempting to complete 4,100 pullups by 10 a.m. today. The previous record is 4,022. Dinh's attempt is in honor of both the
38th anniversary of the end of the Vietnam War and his father, Giao Gong Dinh, who died
in December.
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TULIP POPLAR PLANTED IN ADVANCE OF CELEBRATION:
In honor a Me asnlanmai celebration of the Lniluway Guurity GourItiuubti bet fc I uebday
a tulip Mier KIM was
planted last week to add greenery to the east lawn of the facility The
tulip poplar w the state
tree of Kentucky Shown are (from left) Jamie Potts, protect
volunteer, Calloway County
Judge-Executive Larry Elkins, Calloway County Distnct 2 Magistrate
Connie Morgen and Ben
Wright of Rightway Nursery in Murray The centennial celebration lb
set fol,2 p m Tins:Al/if on
the north lawn of the courthouse
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`Ky. Gives Day' brings in nearly
$2,200 for local non-profits
By EDWARD MARLOWE
success for the Hospice House.
Slall Writer
especially with it being unchartIn the first-ever Kentucky ed temtory.
Gives Day held on April 24. The
"We had some very generous
Friends of Hospice ($1,265). donors from here inside the
Need Line ($720) and The county," Travis said. "But then,
United Way for Murray- we had some donors outside of
Calloway County ($130) reeled the county. as well."
in nearly $2.200 between the
With the donations rolling into
three non-profit organizations. '
the general fund for the Hospice
The 24-hour online donation facility, Travis said the money
service, provided by a group raised could help with anything
called Razoo out of Washington. needed for the completion of the
D.C.. allowed non-profits to project. including nails, bricks
showcase themselves on the and any other materials - even
website kygives.org and permit- manpower.
Over time. Travis said he
ted users to surf through nonprofit organizations and donate believes a program such as
Kentucky Gives Day could gain
to ones of their choosing.
Keith Travis, vice president of some serious momentum, espeinstitutional development at cially here in Calloway County.
"I think anytime you raise the
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital and key volunteer for awareness of philanthropy and
the
Murray-Calloway the value of the support it proEndowment for Healthcare, said vides, it's a good thing," he said.
the prograin, which raised near "Social media has just started,
ly $350K statewide, was a grea and the ease of donating in that
raShion and to share your
thoughts is so far reaching that I
For
think we're just seeing the
Best
beginning of this, and I hope
Results
this will serve as an encouragement for other non-profits to
join in the future."
Place Your
Director of Need Line Tonia
Ad With Us
Casey said she was very pleased
with the little over $700 generated
in just a few short hours, as
Call 753-1916
she was able to monitor dona-

lions throughout the day an they
came in through the website.
"We wanted to try and see how
something like this would
work." Casey said. "A lot of
places are going to something
like this, and it was exciting to
be a part of Kentucky in such a
unique way."
Casey said the best part of the
process was being able to show
Need Line to the rest of the state
non-profit community and also
to investigate what similar programs were doing across the
commonwealth.
Aaron Dail, executive director
for the The United Way of
Murray-Calloway County, said
while the program did not garner as much attention for the
local United Way as intended.
he said it was a great way for
people from all over to give
back to their hometown.
"Anyone that has moved to
wherever could send funds back
home to causes that maybe
helped them in the past," Dail
said.
Dail said the lone donation
received for The United Way
was enough to sponsor one child
for five years through the Dolly
Parton Imagination Library, providing 60 books over the course
of a half-decade.

mg detii totaling almost six)
Bargo said a uitisMUNI would
require the school sy stems to
operate under J run-tiff awe
merit, which would allow
scheduled payments to cut into
principle without incurring
interest over the course of the
pay schedule, and thus lowering
the overall cost of the penalty.
Another option. Bargo said.
would be to form a partnership
through the cooperatives with
other school systems and collectively sue the trust insurance
company for the damages,
something he said Calldway and
other schools are pursuing at
this time, though any resolution
to this issue would not be
observed until perhaps winter
2014.
Without the replenishment of
state and federal funding, however, Barg() said cuts will have
to be made at some point in
order to move forward.
"I believe this year we can
survive without a lot of cuts in
staff and we can pretty much do
that," Bargo said. "But if our
economy doesn't improve over
this next year, and we don't get
that SEEK (Support Education
Excellence in Kentucky) money
back where it needs to be, we're
looking at some cuts the following year (2014-2015). I just
need to be honest with you up
front so you know for your
planning next year and what
you're looking at. Next year,
you'll probably have your staff,
but I can't guarantee it past next
year."
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less

severe.

America at an accelerated rate."
Laurie said he believes that a
spiritual awakening is the only
thing that can turn our nation
around. Prayer of God's people
is the foundation of that awakening, says II Chronicles 7:44.
Please support the...

American
Red Cross
F vcrv P,“1.-itlm, Brings Hope

If this case does reach Foust's
court, though, the penalties go
up substantially. Kentucky State
Police levied charges of terroristic threatening 1st degree
against the juvenile suspected in
Monday's threat, a class C
felony. Blankenship said this

From Front
Market conditions, worsened
by two back-to-back mild winters,
have
hit
central
Appalachian
mines hard.
McConnell accused the EPA of
worsening the situation by
stonewalling the permitting
process.
"After more than four years, it
is clear this administration has
declared a war on coal,"
McConnell told about 100 people gathered inside a mining
equipment sales shop in
Pikeville. "You in eastern
Kentucky have suffered the
most. Coal production in the
region is down by nearly 28 per-

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The Kentucky Department of
Education has created a new
administrative position of chief
of staff.
The department announced
Monday in a news release that
Madison County superintendent
Thomas G."Tommy" Floyd has
been named to the position,
which pays $131,000 a year.
Terry Holliday, education
commissioner, says the position
is needed because of new initia-
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Owen
could bnng a sentence of fiveto-I0 years M a Kentucky rainy
prison.
-117s not -like years ago where
you say. 'Oh. it's just a silly
prank.— Blankenship said."You
can't do that anymore, not with
things that have happened
recently (like the Boston
Marathon bombings and several
mass shootings, including one at
,a Connecticut elementary
school in December that resulted in 26 deaths, mostly to students). The penalties are much
stiffer, now."
Individuals facing charges arc
innocent until proven guilty.

cent, the lowest level sines
Lyndon Johnson was president.
As a result, 4,000 miners in
eastern Kentucky have lost their
jobs — a drop of nearly 30 percent."
U.S. Rep. Shelly Capito, a
West Virginia Republican, said
she will introduce similar legislation in the House next week.
Capito was to join McConnell
during a stop in Hazard late
Monday afternoon. McConnell
accused the EPA of being
"dead-set on trivializing your
livelihoods" in pursuit of a "radical ideology" that has closed
100 coal-fired power plants
over the-past four years.

tives related to state-mandated
public school reforms and the
No Child_ Left Behind waiver.
The chief of staff will also work
with what Holliday called
"stakeholders and partner
groups."
Floyd has been head of
Madison County schools since
2008.
He also worked in the Wayne
and
Montgomery
county
schools as well as Somerset
Independent Schools.

At Lourdes, we believe that quality
is as important as convenience
when it comes to heart care.
Board-certified interventional
cardiologist Ralph Milsaps, M.D.,
of Mercy Cardiology-Murray, is
located in the heart of town, and
offers in-office care for cardiac
stress testing, echocardiograms,
hotter monitoring and more.
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are not listed on a permanent record, meaning potential employers or financial.
lenders will not bee that such
offenses are in the person's history during backgroynd checks.
"A lot of things will be considered, such as the juvenile's
maturity level and the overall
circumstances surrounding the
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Plus, as part of the Lourdes
network. Dr. Milsaps works
directly with the hospital's
cardiac team to ensure patients
have access to cardiac MRI
and CT, angioplasty and stent
placement, cardiac surgery
and a 24-hour Accredited Chest
Pain Center.
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To schedule an appointment with Dr. Milsaps,
please call 1-855-490-4707.
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CCFR responds to vehicle fire
chemical leak close to Midway
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MEADOW VIEW MARKET

Customer Appreciation Days
May 3rd & 4th
ostpezaw1-4PM%
FRIDAY AM-6 PM SATURDAYst.9
Free Samples
fO Off Storewide

Grimes gauges public support for early voting

Town Crier
•A public hearing has been
scheduled for 6:30 p.m.
Thursday. May 9, in the
council chambers at Murray
City Hall. The hearing is for
the purpose of obtaining written or oral comments regarding the proposed use of City
of Murray Municipal Ard Tax
funds and Local Government
Economic Assistance funds
for the upcoming year.
The City's proposed use of
City of Murray Budget Funds
is available for public inspection at City Hall during normal business hours. Anyone
who cannot submit written
comments or attend the public meeting, but wish to submit comments, should contact the City Clerk at 7620350 so the city can make
arrangements to secure their
comments.
For
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Investments Since 1854
Dow Jones Ind. Avg.-14,826.54+ 7.79
86.% + 0.42
Air Products
443.80 + 13.68
Apple
37.50 + 0.20
AT&T, Inc
30.75• 0.07
BB&T
Bank of America - 12.29 - 0.09
22.50 -0.01
Briggs & Stratton
19.73 0.18
Bristol Myers Squibb
84.65 - 0.15
Caterpillar
Chesron Texaco Corp....121.82 + 0.50
24.67 + 0.25
Yahoo
19.14 + 0.15
Dean Foods
88.78 + 0.57
Exxon-Mobil
13.72 + 0.06
Ford Motor Co.
22.30
+ 0.03
Electric
General
51.68.0.74
Clams Smith Kline
253.26 3.64
Amazon
Goodyear lire & Rubber -.12.44•1.13

Results
Place Your
Ad With Us
Call 753-1916

HopFed Banc*.
IBM
Intel
Kroger
Mattel
McDonalds
Merck
Microsoft
J.C. Penney
PeAsico. Inc.
Pfizer, Inc
Regions Financial
Sears Holding Corp
Time Warner
US Bancorp
WellPoint, Inc
Wal-Mart

10.87 + 0.10
202.54 + 3.39
23.% + 0.21
14.37 - 0.08
45.43 + 0.63
102.07 - 0.11
47.08 - 0.74
12.88 + 0.27
16.42 -0.77
82.4$- 0.17
29.08- 1.35
8.47 + 0.05
61,37+ 1.45
69.79 - 034
41 2972.93+0.03
77.72-0.67
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7I Commerce St. • Hickory, KY • 270-856-4876
Tractor off Hwy.45 between Mayfield & Paducah
Located behind Kubota
,
A..

Architecture/Engineering •••
Home Planning & Design
•••
Design/Build Commercial & Residential
•••
Master Planning,
Feasibility Studies & Renderings

Ron Arant I Heath Scott
Court Square I Murray, KY 42071
270-753 3366 I 800-444 1854
Hours: 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. M-F
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Lexington, Ky.
On caseson DNA tests:
The right of Kentuckians to
fairtreatment by the police and
couns is stronger now. thanks
to the stale Supreme Court.
In rulings last week, the high
court also gave a welcome nudge
to the cause of accountability
in government.
The rulings strengthen access
to DNA testing for those convicted of crimes and clarify that
the Constitution's protection
against self-incrimination applies
to students being questioned at
school.
The court was unanimous in
its rebuke of prosecutors who
tried to block two prisoners, in
for life, from challenging their
convictions for a murder that
was committed before DNA evidence was available.
Writing for his colleagues.
Justice Bill Cunningham said
the court was "mystified. if not
amazed" that prosecutors had
"such little interest in the possibility that DNA testing might
lead to the prosecution and conviction of a guilty person ...
now at large upon the Commonwealth."
Attorney General Jack Conway's office supported the
Meade County commonwealth
attorney's attempts to deny
defense requests to test three
hairs found in the victim's hand.
saying the new evidence would
at best implicate a third person, iather than exonerate the

two already cons iciest
The legislature this year
enacted a law making DNA
testing available to more than
just inmates on Death Row.
which should help avoid such
injustices in the future. ...
The case involved a juvenile who admitted to sharing
with Classmates'
:a'couple of
pain pills he had received after
a wisdom tooth extraction. He
was later convicted in circuit
court of dispensing a controlled
substance, a felony, and sentenced to 45 days in jail.
His confession was the sole
basis for his conviction, and he
was not told until after he confessed that he could be charged
with a crime, wrote Justice
Mary Noble. ...
In a 3-3 ruling the court
upheld an order requiring the
Cabinet for Health and Family
Services to release its records
of fatal child abuse cases.(One
justice did not participate.)
The closeness of the decisions
reveals that concerns about the
privacy of victims, siblings and
informants linger, concerns that
the Kentucky Open Records Act
already accommodates.
But, in the end, transparency and accountability will do
far more to protect innocents
than will secrecy and the shame
that secrecy wrongly implies just as the rights of all are
safer when the courts wisely
protect the rights of juveniles
and prisoners.

Opinions expressed on the Forum page do not
necessarily reflect the editorial opinion of the
Murray Ledger & Times.
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'What Good Am I?'
So the legendary Bob Dylan
played to over 3.000 fans young and old - at Murray
State University's CFSB Center
last Saturday evening, and he
did not disappoint. His cracked
71-year old vocal chords made
it hard to decipher some of the
lyrics to songs that may not
have been familiar unless fans
had purchased or downloaded
his latest "Tempest" CD, but
here was Dylan,. nonetheless.
and when he sang "Tangled Up
in Blue," or "All Along the
Watchtower," he carried it off as
only Dylan can.
.
I thought his voice was finer
than when Wesley and I heard
him last year with Jeff Finley at
the Ryman Auditorium in
Nashville. but maybe it was
because Jeff had gotten Evelyn
and me second row seats this
time and we could see up close
and personal as well as hear.
For an older woman sitting several seats down from us. this
was her 161st Dylan concert;
she planned to attend his concert
the next night at the Louisville
Palace as well. We heard that
every hotel room in Murray was
taken Saturday night.
In light of the fact that Mitch
McConnell is speaking at the
Murray State commencement
this Saturday. I had hoped that
Dylan would sing, "The Times
They Are A'Changin'," but even
though he has performed the
song 633 times in all, he has not

sung it in concert since 2009. I
think the lyrics are entirely
appropriate for this moment in
time. however:
"C'onie senators. Congressmen
Please heed the call
Don't stand in the doorsvay
Don't block up the hall
For he that gets hurt
Will be he who has stalled
Therels a battle outside and it
is ragin'
It'll soon shake your wEindows
and rattle your walls
For the times they are a• changin'"
I also would like to give a nod
to Bob Dylan for helping me to
realize through his music what a
debt I owe to my children Wesley and Cammie Jo - and
all that they have taught me. all
that I continue to learn from
them. Dylan knew about such
wisdom when he wrote:
"Come mothers andfathers
Throughout the land
And don't criticize
What you can't understand
Your sons and your daughters
Are beyond your command
Your old road is rapidly itgill'
Please get out of the new one
if you can't lend your hand
For the times they are achangin"
For me. the unforgettable
moment in the Murray concert
was when Dylan sang "What
Good Am I?" Here is a man
who has influenced not one generation. but generations of peo-

ple. around
the world.
His
performances
has e
inspired.
his songwriting will
endure, his
genius is
I ranscendent. Yet. Home and
Away
last
By
James
Saturday
night
he Duane Bolin
sang with ,Ledger & Times
Columnist
strong
sense
of
humility the following lines:
"What good an:I ifI'm like all
the rest
If!just turn away. when I see
how you're dressed
If P shut myself off so I can't_
hear you cry
What good am I?.
"What good am I if I know
and don't do
If!see and don't say, if I look
right through you.
If! turn a deafear to the thanderin'sky
What good an:
"What good um I while you
softly weep
And I hear in my head what
you .say in your sleep
And Ifreeze in the moment like
the rest who don't try
What good am I?

Farev
- Whin good am I then to oil:, \ and nu'
B I've had every chanCe and
vet Ann Jail
IfIV hi:11d% are
MUM I Mil
wonder within
Who tied them and whs. and
where must I Mill,been?
"What good am I if I say find.
ish things
And I laugh in the lace of what
sorrow brings
And I just turn my back while
pm silently die
What good an:I'"
This is the Bob Dylan I ssull
always remember. This is the
Bob Dylan I will always cherish. And I will never forget the
night that Evelyn and I sat on
the second row in the CFSB
Center on the campus at Murray
State University to hear and see
a true legend perform. I don't
care if he didn't sing -Blow in.
in the Wind." He is still an inspiration to generations of
Americans. I just wish Murray
State would give Dylan an honorary doctorate instead of an
obstructionist politician who has
voted against aid for students
again and again.
Duane Bolin teaches in the
Department of History at
Murray
University.
State
Contact Duane at Jbolin0Pnaraystate.edu.

May is the month to de-stress
Welcome to Kentucky. the
third most stressed-out state,
according to a Gallup Poll from
2012. If that isn't enough to
Mike you blue, the same survey
cites citizens of the Bluegrass as
the second least likely to experience enjoyment. Not to put too
fine a point on it. Kentucky was
# I in the misery poll in 2011
and 2008, and has made it into
the top five for the past five
years.
So maybe it is a good thing
that, as April gives way to May.
National Poetry Month cedes
the spotlight to National Mental
Health Month. For more than 60
years, May has held that title,
with this year devoted to the
theme "Pathways to Wellness."
With impeccable timing, the
Purchase Area Agency on
Independent Living and the
Purchase Area Mental Health
and Aging Coalition have
organized relevant events. One
is a seminar on May :2 and the
other is a conference on May 22,
and both promise to explore
issues and challenges affecting
mental health.
The May 2 seminar poses an
important question: If you're
caring for someone, who is car-

ing for you? This one-day session,from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the
Luther F. Carson Four Rivers
Center in Paducah. will feature a
day of discussion and information for caregivers of senior citizens. Pre-registration is necessary, and respite services are
available by calling 1-800-8664213.
The keynote speaker on May 2
is Gary Barg. author of "The
Fearless
Caregiver."
and
founder and editor-in-chief of
Today's Caregiver magazine.
Barg is no dilettante when it
comes to the subject. His interest in the issue dates back to
1994, when he went home to
South Florida to assist his mother, who'd been the main caregiver to his father and both of
her parents over the course of
several years.
As Barg stated in an interview,
"On my first day back. Mom
was dealing with my grandmother's recent hip fracture and
clinical depression. my grandfather's wandering behavior as a
person living with Alzheimer's
disease, and a myriad of insurance challenges." When Gary
mentioned to his mother that he
was glad to be there offering her

support during
such a turbulent time,
his mother
was
surprised. She
said
that
this
was
actually one
of the easier
weeks she Main Street
had seen as By Constance
a
family
Alexander
caregiver.
Ledger & Times
Barg was
Columnist
stunned.
-My career
as a caregiver's caregiver had
begun," Barg declared.
When he discovered the
dearth of information-available
to support caregivers. he
launched "Today's Caregiver"
magazine and created caregiver.com. In addition, his book,
"Fearless Caregiver," is filled
with practical advice, poetry
and inspirational stories.
On May 22, another all-day,
mental-health-related conference is entitled,"The Best is Yet
to Come." Designed for a varied
audience,the agenda will appeal
to nurses, social workers, mensome

tal health practitioners. case
managers. and anyone involved
in caregi‘T ing of older adults.
Some of the topics to be covered include problems like
hoarding, depression, diabetes
management and the benefits of
hospice care. Practitioners and
experts from Four Rivers
Behavioral Health, Lourdes
Hospice & Home Care. the
American Red Cross. and
Lindsey Wilson College's
School
Professional
of
Counseling, among others, will
be presenting.
Sponsored by the Purchase
Area Mental Health & Aging
Coalition, conference hours are
8 a.m. to 4 p.m.. at the Gospel
Mission Worship Center, 6905
Benton Road, Paducah, Ky.
Continuing Education Units are
available. The conference fee is
$35 for regular registration. and
$IO for Senior (60+) or student
tegistrition. and active coalition
members. For more information, contact Vicki Williams at
I -1477-352-5183.
Read Main Street online at
www.murravledger.com.
Contact the columnist directly at
constancealexander@twcLam.
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A lareu ell reception for [odd Nu ell. Calloway County
ENtension Agent for Agriculture, will he held Friday. May 3. from
1130 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. at the Canny(ay County Extension Office.
Powell has sened in his position for eight years and will be pursuing a new career uith Sunway Energy Inc. The public is invited to
attend the reception.

N1WC Garden Dept. to attend Iris Festival
The Garden Department of the Muiray Woman's Club will be
attending the Iris Festi‘al in Dresden. Tenn. for their May meeting.
Because the festival is held on Friday. the May meeting will be
Friday. May 3. 2013. Club members will meet at the clubhouse at
10:30 a.m. and carpixil to the festiy al.

Pray Murray to host 24 hours of prayer
May 3-4. Pray Muoray ‘k ill gather at Harvest Land City Gate to
host 24 hours of Prayer and Praise from 6 p.m. on Friday until 6
p.m. on Saturday. To lead praise or prayer. call Pastor Michael
Richardson at (270) 293-5687.

Blood drive to be held
The American Red Cross will hold a blood drive at the Murray
State University Curtis Center on Thursday. May 2. and Friday.
May 3. from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. All blood types are needed. A blood
donor card or driver's license or two other forms of identification
are required at check-in. Donors must be in general good IwIth.
weigh at least 110 pounds and be at least 17 years old(16 with completed Parental Consent Form). Call 1-800-RED CROSS (1-800733-27671 or ‘isit redcrossblood.org for more information.

Bully Free video presentations offered
As part of the Bully Free Community Education Campaign, the
Murray Human Rights Commission is sponsoring video presentations of Dr. Allan Beane's Bully Free Program. Part 1: The
Definition and Nature of Bullying. and Part 2: Why Bullying Must
Be Prevented and Stopped. These presentations will be offered as a
public service by Murray Electric System (channel 15) and Time
Warner Cable (channel 20). Airings will be Friday. May 3„through
Sunday. May 19:

Barbecued Boston butt fundraiser to be held
The Alumni and Associates of Calloway County Schools will
sell barbecued Boston butts (approximately 8-10 lbs) as a fundraiser for their 2013 scholarship program. The organization will deliver tia Calloway County residents on Saturday. May 11. The cost is
$30. To order call (270) 753-3705. More information is at the
Calloway Alumni and Associates Facebook page.

Kentucky retirees to meet
The Purchase Chapter of Kentucky Retirees will meet at 10:30
a.m. Thursday. May 2. at Pizza Inn. 1001 Joe Clifton Dr.. Paducah,
for a combined luncheon and business meeting. All retirees of the
Kentucky Retirement System are invited to attend. For more information call 898-7289 or 527-9531.

Rebate day to be held
Court Appointed Special Advocates by the Lakes will hold a
rebate day Wednesday. May I. at the Big Apple Cafe, Murray.
CASA will get credit for receipts dropped in the box at the cash register. The public is invited to attend.

DJ line dance offered

A DJ dance will be held every first and third Thursday at the
American Legion. 130 Bee Creek Dr.. Murray. From 6-7 p.m will
be a line dance refresher and the dance will be held from 7-9 p.m.

Crass and Humphreys
Mark and Anita Crass. of Murray. 411110Ullie Ilk: engagement and
upcoming marriage of their daughter. Chelwa Ann Crass. to Joshua
Robert Humphreys. son of Stephen and Candy Humphreys. of
Murray.
Miss Crass is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jerry. Vance and
the late Mr. and Mrs. Homer Crass
Mr: Humphreys is the grandson 01 Cherie Wynn Jensen and Mr.
and Mrs. Pete Jensen. and Mr. and Mrs.('harks Humphreys.
The bride-elect is a 2(m)8 graduate of Calloway County High
School and a 2012 graduate of Murray State Lnsversity with a bachelor's degree in business administration. She is employed by. the
Murray Ledger & Times.
The groom-elect is a 2010 graduate of Calloscay County High
School and attended Murray State University. He is employed by
the Calloway County Jail in Murray.
-The wedding will take place at 2 p.m. Saturday. June I. 2013. at
the home of Alan and Tina Haley. 67 Miller Cemetery Rd.. Almo.
Ky. 42020.
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West nets win at Kentucky
Business Plan Competition
Special to the Ledger
Dublin. senior lecturer in
Murray
State's department of
David Clay West. a student in
Murray State University's marketing. management and
Bauernfeind
College
of business administration, won
Business, won first place in the the Faculty Advisor Award for
undergraduate division in the the second straight year.
Seven of -the eight state uniKentucky
Business
Plan
Competition (Idea State U) in versities participated in the
event sponsored by the
Lexington April 12-13.
His business idea was a solar- Kentucky Cabinet for Economic
powered water purification sy,s- Development.
Kentucky's statewide business
tern. He also won the
Technology Award for the most concept and business plan comcreative and innovative plan out petition is designed to encourof all of the competitors at the age .innovation and entrepreneurship by rewarding particisixth annual event.
Adam Peebles was Mars pating student teams from the
second entry. According to advi- commonwealth's eight foursor Steve Dublin. he did an year state universities.
For more. information, go to
excellent job with his presentawwv...ideasttu.com.
tion.
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Special Advance Showing
Thursday May 2 @ 9 pm.
Tickets on sale now!!!
Online tickets available at
www.moviesinmurray.com
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Wedding,engagement and anniversary forms are available on our
website and run on Wednesdays and Thursdays. for a charge of $6
per picture. Births run anytime for a charge of $6 wiih a picture. "
Email addresses provided will receive a proof. The deadline for
datebook items is 10 a.m. the day before an item needs to run (for
Monday, the deadline is Friday by 10 a.m.) There is no charge for
datebook items or church events.
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A CHRIST CENTERED HEALTH PROGRAM

To Join You Must Attend
The Orientation Meeting

DATE: 9_11 DATE:
May 5,2013
May 6,2013
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TIME:
4:30 p.m.

TIME:
6:30 p.m.

PLACE:
PLACE:
Grace Baptist
Blood River
Church
Baptist Assoc. Office
617 S. 9th St.
Murray, KY 42071

47 Aurora Hwy.
Hardin, KY 42048

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL:

Martha Norsworthy, 753-5400
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Believe in
Happily Ever After.
Furniture Gallery
11111"55

Furniture
Gallery

13395 Hwy.641 N.• 731-498-8161
Just North of Puryear. Tn • Just South of Hard.K1
Mon.-Sal. 8:30 a.m.- 5:00 p.m.
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Fun ride set for Thursdays

GearUp Cycles, 104 North 15th St., Murray. will hold a 90minute fun ride each Thursday around Murray and Calloway
'County beginning at 5:30.p.m. Participants will then meet up at
Mugsy's restaurant. Murray. for a post-ride hangout. The public is
invited.

in

1..h.

The Murray High School Cross Country Team will hold a 5K
Fun Run Sunday. May 5. at 2 p.m. starting from the high school at
501 Doran Road. Preregistration can be completed at
http://www.active.com/running/murray-ky/murray-high-5k-runrun-20I3. For more information contact Jeff Sparks at
jsparksqe automateddirectmail corn.
Calloway County High School Project Graduation will hold a
rebate night Wednesday. May I. at Mr. Gatti's Pizza, Murray, from
4-9 p.m. Project Graduation will get credit for receipts dropped in
the box at the cash register. The public is invited to attend.
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Active Parenting classes offered

Farewell reception to be held
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may receke tree counseling and assistance in filing
claims for state and federal benefits on Thursday . May. 2. at the
Paducah VA Clinic, located at 2620 Perkins Creek Road. To schedule an appointment call (270i 444-8465 or skit the clinic.
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Franklin Junior High reunion to be held
I he Franklin Junior High S.
he held sparurdo,,

Parenting N... lasses still he held Thursdays. May 2.
and lb Inuit S 141-S p
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;Ill S Fourth St . Murray the cost is S35 per person or $45 per
.ouple and includes a uorkhook and chimer at each session. To preregister. call 7i t -1452
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Murray Eastern Star 0433 made a donation to Murray High
School tot Protect Graduation Sybil Lasater is pictured far
left Worthy Matron Martha Hale is pictured far right Murray
Haiti School students accepted the donation

Pik*, prewasia
Murray Eastern Star #433 made a donation to Calloway
County High School lor Protect Graduation Sybil Lasater is
pictured tar left Worthy Matron Martha Hale is pictured far
right Calloway County High School students accepted the
donation
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From and Chapman

BEAUTIFUL NEW ARRIVALS FOR YOUR HOME!

TRUCKLOAD
JUST IN!

YOUR CHOICE:
Family Room Motion Group
Reclining Sofa

Reclining Love Seat

'599
Rocker
Recliner

SOFAS

Leather Motion Group
$1999
Sectional
With
Reclining Ends

'549
Transitional
High Leg
Recliner

Snuggler
Recliners

Jim and Ruth Ann floss. of I:erjelacte City. Ha . 411114 111114.0 the
engagement and upcoming wedding of their daughter. JoLynne
Christine Foos, of Branford. Ha.. to Jonathan Mantle% Chapman.
of Murray. son of Al and lane Chapman. also tit Murray.
Miks. FrPtile is the.granddoughter of Lynda in alls, 01.Crystalitives.
Ha., and the late Jim Evans, of White Pine. Ga.. and the late Jack
and JoJean Fross, of Inverness. Fla
Mr. Chapman is the grandson of Mr and Mrs. Jack Wagar. of
Murray. and Mr. and Mrs. Joe Chapman. of Albany. Ga.
The bride-elect is a 2005 graduate tit Branford High School in
Branford. Ha., and a 2009 graduate of The Baptist College of
Florida in Graceville, Fla.. where she received a Bachelor of Arts in
Christian Counseling. She will receive a Master of Arts in May
2013 in Marriage and Family Therapy from The New Orleans
Baptist Theological Seminary.
The groom-elect is a 2(X)4 graduate of Murray High School and a
2009 graduate of Union University in Jackson. Tenn.. where he
received a Bachekg of Arts in Christian Studies. He will graduate in
Dec. 2013 with a Master of Divinity degree in Christian Education
and a specialization in Youth Ministry from The New Orleans
Baptist Theological Seminary. He is an alumnus of the Lambda Chi
Alpha fraternity.
The wedding will take place at 3 p.m. Saturday. July 27. 2013. at
First Baptist Church in Murray. Invitations are being sent.

Leadership Tomorrow
graduation held
By Abby Brotherton,
MISD public relations intern

III Inc

YOUR Sang
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Chaise
Rocker
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Cool Gel Memory Foam
Mattress Set

Queen Size Set
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Mile North of The Purchase Parkway On Hwy. 121N
Mayfield, Ky. 1-8004214244 or(270)247-6620

Friends and family members
recently
gathered
inside
Wrather Museum to celebrate
the graduation of the 2013
Leadership Tomorrow participants.
Tim Todd, Dean of the
College of Business at Murray
State University, was the guest
speaker. Mayor Bill Wells was
also in attendance.
American Legion Post 73
received the "Super Supporter
Award" for providing meals for
the students throughout the year.
The Leadership Tomorrow
program allows students from
both Murray and Calloway
County High Schools to travel
once a month to local businesses and organizations. During
these visits the students learn
about the jobs, duties and
responsibilities of many different community businesses and
leaders.
Sherry Purdom, Leadership
Tomorrow director, said the
year-long program provides an

Summer Food Service Program
offers free meals to children
Special to the Ledger
The Calloway County School
System is participating in the
Summer Food Service Program.
Meals will be provided to all
children without charge. Meals
are the same for all children
regardless of race,color, national origin, sex, age or disability,
and there will be no discrimination in the course of the meal

service.
Meals will be provided
Monday through Friday at
Calloway County High School,
2108 College Farm Road. on
May 17, 20-24, 28-31, June 328, July 8-31 and Aug. 1-2.
Breakfast will be served from
7:30-8:30 a.m. and lunch will be
served from 11 a.m. to 12:30
p.m.

Registration now open
Special to the Ledger

IF YOU HAVE AN EVENT TO ANNOUNCE
CALL US AT 753-1916

insightful overview of community education to the group of
students. "Students are able to
go behind the scenes and gain a
better understanding of our
Murray and Calloway County
community. along with interacting with our community leaders," said Purdom.
Each month's meeting has a
specifiC' designation. Topics
include health, arts and humanities. law, community resourees,
government, agriculture and
business/industry. Purdom said,
"Each itinerary is carefully
thought out and planned to offer
students an inside view of the
daily operations and the-leadership that is present at each site
visited. Through the work of
all hands in this program. which
takes a village, we are so fortunate to offer this yearly program
to our junior and senior students
at both school districts."
Applications for the 20132014 Leadership Tomorrow
class are available at Calloway
County and Murray High
schools. The, application deadline is Friday. May 3.

Big Bass Splash, the world's
largest amateur big bass fishing
tournament, will be held Aug.
17-18 at Paris Landing,
Buchanan, Tenn. Amateurs will
fish from the banks, docks and
boats and weigh-ins are held
hourly, with the biggest bass

each hour earning a share of the
prize money. Prizes• will be
awarded for exact weighs, early
bird entries, random elimination
drawing and optional bonus
games.
For more information, or to
register for the event, visit
www.sealyoutdoors.com.
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Cards end
losing skid
tiouuD11

Holliday went deep
The Cardinals managed just
HOMERS AS
one run in their previous 23
innings prior to the homer.
Sill'TS
Cincinnati took a 1-0 lead in
the fifth on a run-sConng double
by Shin-Soo Choi). who has
reached safely in 26 of 27 games
this season. Fie brought in
ST. LOUIS (AP)
Mau
Holliday hit a two-run homer. Derrick Robinson with a drive
Jaime Garcia continued his mas- off the left-field wall. Choo
tery of Cincinnati with eight broke out of a 2-for-20 skid with
strong innings and the Si. Louis the double, his eighth of the seaCardinals snapped a three-game
son.
losing streak with a 2-1 win over
NOTES: Cardinals RHP
the Reds on Tuesday night.
Garcia (3- 11 gave up one nut Lance Lynn (4-0, 3.10 ERA)
on seven hits, struck out three will face Homer Bailey 11-2.
and did not walk a batter. The 2.81) in the series finale. Lynn
left-hander improved to 7-0 in has a nine-game winning streak
eight starts against Cincinnati at dating to Sept. 9 — the longest
Busch Stadium and is 9-2 overcurrent run in the majors.- ... By
all against them. He retired the
last seven batters he faced and Thursday's scheduled off day,
the Reds will have played a
recorded 18 ground ball outs.
Edward Mujica struck out the game for 20 consecuti vs days. ...
side in the ninth for his fifth i.isre Cincinnati has Made- nine errors
in as many chances.
in the last nine garrfes after just
Bronson
Arroyo (2-3)
five in the first 19 contests.... St.
allowed two runs on six hits
over seven innings for the Reds, Louis INF Daniel Descalso
whose win streak.ended at three broke out of a 0-for-18 slump
games. Arroyo has had four with a seventh-inning single.
quality starts in six outings this INF David Freese is 0for 16 and
season.
has not hit a ball out of the
Holliday drilled a line drive infield in his last 13 trips to the
over the left-field wall in the
plate. ... Cardinals C Yadier
sixth inning, his third homer of
the season. Carlos Beltran, who Molina broke a 0-for-19 skid
had three hits for the Cardinals, against Arroyo with a secondhad singled with one out before inning single.
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PREP BASEBALL: CALLOWAY CO. 7, MURRAY HIGH 6

Taking shape
1.1k1.1.0
WOKE

111\ %(,%11
TIG1,14
By DAVID RAMEY
Sports Writer
Calloway County is rounding
into form - right on time for
coach Lich Hobbs and the
defending regional champions.
They showed it Tuesday in a
walk-off win over Murray High
at Laker Field.
Wade Carter walked with the
bases-loaded in the home seventh as Calloway scored a 7-6
victory and forced their way into
an opportunity to take the regular season 4th District crown
Thursday when the two teams
meet against, at Ty Holland
Field.
Calloway jumped out to an
early 4-1 lead, watched the
Tigers battle back to take a 6-5
lead and then pushed across a
run in the fifth and the winner in
the home seventh.
Connor Wagner worked two
scoreless innings of relief to
secure the win in relief of senior
Andy Fraher.
"I don't know how many
games we've lost late - in one

DAVID RAMEY Ledger & Times

Calloway County's Andy Fraher delivers to the plate where Murray High's John Ramey
awaits the pitch. Calloway County scored a 2-1 win Tuesday at Laker Field, setting up a
district title game Thursday at Ty Holland Field.
run games," Hobbs said. "The
baseball gods finally gave us a
break tonight. These games have
gone against us. But we're a lot
better than our record. We're
getting everybody healthly and I
probably overscheduled us a bit.
We've kept our focus on May -

and we've kept our approach.
And nobody has panicked - and
that's been key."
Calloway opened the scoring
on a single by Wagner and a
double by Hugh Paschall. After
Murray answered with a run in
the third on singles from B.J.

Elder and Zack Grogan and a
double by Will Adams,
The Lakers then got singles
from Carter. Wagner and a hit
batsman to Tyler Greer and got a
three-run double by Paschall.
But down 4-I. Murray
•See BASEBALL, BA

PREP SOFTBALL: CALLOWAY CO. 2, MURRAY HIGH I

BASEBALL

Crosstown duel

'Breds drop
heartbreaker

KELSO, BLANF,
BATTLE IT OUT IN
THE SECOND
ROUND OF
THE CLASSIC
NICK DOLAN
Sports Writer
The second meeting between
the Lady Tigers and Lady Lakers
was eerily similar to the first.
It was a one run game, the
winning run was scored without
an RBI hit and Laken Kelso was
shutting down Murray's offense.
And while Prestley Blanc, the
Lady Tiger starter, had a perfomance worthy of a win Kelso
was better Tuesday night as
Calloway defeated Murray 2-1.
"Our pitching was good but
theirs was dominant," Murray
High head coach Rick Grogan
said.
"You have to tip your cap to
Laken. She's done it to us twice.
You know there's not a whole lot
you can say but we're going to
have to make some adjustments
so she„dowsn't do it to us a third
time."
Laken was sharp from the
opening pitch.
She struck out three in the first
inning, followed with two more
in the second and struckout 10 by

firth

.11111111)

NICK DOLAN 'Ledger & Times

Calloway County's Kelsey Douglas awaits a throw as Murray High's Bayleigh Mane
slides Into second during Tuesday's Crosstown Classic at Lady Tiger Field. Calloway
County scored a 2-1 win In the district contest.
behind her. We had one little boothe end of the game.
"What can you say, Laken boo on defense but we worked
Kelso once again," Calloway around it."
Laken's quick start seemed to
County head coach 'Troy Webb
inspired by the Lady Lakers
be
said.
"That's two nights in a row offense, which manufactured
and 14 innings, only giving up - tuns an the basepaths instead of
one run. And we made the plays creating them at the plate.

Leadoff batter Haley Glynn
singled and moved to second on
a sac bunt.
Kristen Kelly then came up in
the three spot and moved Glynn
to third with a single of her own.
Kelly then attempted to steal

PASU Sports Information
The Murray State baseball
team suffered yet another
heartbreaker
ninth-inning
as
afternoon
Tuesday
Arkansas-Pine Bluff scored
three runs to walk off with an
8-7 victory in the first game of
a two-game series at the Tori
Hunter Baseball Complex.
Trailing by two heading into
the bottom of the ninth, the
Golden Lions loaded the bases
with no outs. A balk was called
on the next batter, but the ball
got away from the catcher and
allowed a second runner to
score from second.- An intentional walk and a base hit
loaded the bases, and :Jacob
Whitney drew a walk to plate
the winning run.
The Breds(17-27) got off to
a quick start in the first inning
as Ty Stetson singled and
Brandon
Elliott doubled.
Brandon Eggenschwiler drove
in both runners with a bloop
single down the left-field line.
The Golden Lions (18-26)
answered back in the homehalf of the first with four base
hits. Warren Stehn and Kirby
Campbell each drove in a run
with their singles.
MSU regained the lead in
the fourth as,Noah Zipko and
Rick Linton singled to start the
inning.
Taylor Mathews
advanced both runners with a
sacrifice bunt and Paul
Ritzheimer walked to load the
bases. Stetson followed by
delivering a double just inside

the bag at first to plate all three
runners.
UAPB (18-26) got single
runs in the 4th and 5th innings
to pull within one run at 5-4.
But, the Breds had another big
hit in them as Zipko singled
and Linton was hit by a pitch.
Mathews followed with a triple
into the right-field corner to
score both runners.
The Golden Lions got one of
the runs back in the seventh as
a throwing error on a stolen
base allowed
to score.

the

unearned run

Andrew Bramley (1-3) took
the loss after allowing three
runs without retiring a batter.
Stanten Jones (5-5) picked up
the victory after allowing one
hit and striking out five over
2.1 innings.
Stetson went 2-for-4 with
three RBIs in extending his hit
18
games.
streak
to
Eggenschwiler went 3-for-5
with a pair of RBIs, while
Linton went 3-for-3 with a
walk and a hit by pitch. Elliott
and Zipko each added two hits.
The two teams play the sec-

ond game of the series today at
1 p.m.
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Futrell/Winkler lost 8-2 and
Vazquez/Kang also lost 8-2 to
end the Lakers afternoon.
On the girls side Paducah
Tilghman swept the Lady
Lakers.
Laiken Balmer and Lily
Swain both lost 8-1 in the No. 1
and 2 seeds respectively.
In the third seed, Itlay
Orduna fell 8-0 to Emily West.
Claire Crossiere and Kayla
Boren also fell 8-0 in the No. 4
and 5 seeded matchups.
In girls doubles play.
Swain/Balmer lost 8-2 in the
top spot while Crossiere/Boren
lost 8-0 to end the Lady-Lakers
afternoon.
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-We're starting to do the little
things that happen when you start
playing," Webb said. -The youth
thing. we've played 18 or 19
games now, we have to get over
the youth thing.
"Offensively we're getting
timely hits and baserunning. We
got our two hits with baseruniting.
'Mut first and third play. we
work on that a lot. We teach the
kids if they throw thre don't run
into an out and we made them
make a play"
The Lady Tigers got aggressive at the plate late in the gailk
and looked to be building some
momentum when .Julia Curtis hit
a triple to right feld to start the
bottom of the sixth inning.
She would later score on an
RBI single hit up the middle by
Liz Grogan.
But that would be all for
Murray High as Laken took con-
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PREP TENNIS

STAFF REPORT
The Calloway County tennis
squad travel us Paducah
Tilghman Tuesday afternoon.
The boys fell to the Tornado
6- I as a team.
Jaewon Kang dropped the
top seeded match 8-1 to Tucker
Fenske. Erik Winkler lost the
No. 2 seeded matchup 8-0 and
Bailey Futrell lost 8-1 in the
No. 3 spot.
Blake Wetherington lost an
8-3 decision to Kylef Brown
and Marko Vasquez brought
home the only Lakers win of
the day defeating Conner
Kunsman 8-4.
In boys doubles play
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and see if we Can't climb out ol
it. We just have to keep working
and get people healthy."
And Webb is happy with has mg a lead in district play since it
has been a struggle all season for
his Lady Lakers.
"Overall, I'm just pleased."
Webb said."Now our fates in our
own hands.
"We have Marshall next
Thursday and if we win that
we'll have a first place seed in
the district but that's a big task to
accomplish. These two wins are
nice hut we may get them again
in about a month and we'll have
to he ready to play if that happens
again."
Both squads are in action
Thursday.
the Lady Tigers travel to
Ballward Memorial for a 5:30
p.m. start and the Lady Lakers go
to Graves County for a 5 p.m.
scheduled first pitch.
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Tiger tennis teams
fall to Heath
Staff Raport
'Flue Murray High tennis
teams dropped a pair of matches
with Heath Tuesday.
The Tigers dropped an 8-2
decision to the Pirates, while the
Lady Tigers fell 7-2.
In boys Play. Tim° Maronna
lost 8-2 to Eddie Lam. while
Prashant Chakradhar lost 8-2 to
Nicholas
Jacob
Baker.
Clingerinayer lost 8-6 to
Michael Hancock while Suphat
Yoopensuk lost 8-6 to Patrick
Davis. Eric Wann fell 8-6 to
Daniel Yates.
Joel Ferguson was a 6-1 winner over Beau Garcia and
Brandon Redd scored an 8-3 win
over Carson Webber.
In doubles action, Chakrehar
and Maronna lost 8-1 to Lam

and Baker. Yoopensuk and
Clingermayer lost 8-6 to
Hancock
and Davis and
Ferguson and Wilful lost 8-3 to
Garcia and Yates.
In girls play, Natalie Adams
lost 8-1 to Sarah Stigell.
Kennedy Jones dropped an 8-0
contest to Allie Morgan and
Samantha Taylor lost 8-5 to
Margaret
Beth
Emmons.
Graham fell 8-1 to Jenna
Morgan. Brett Watson lost 6-2 to
Madison Rust and Jordan
defeated , Laken
Rowland
Alexander 6-2.
In doubles play. Jones and
Adams lost 8-2 to Stigell and
Allie - Morgan, Graham and
Taylor lost 8-5 to Emmons and
Morgan and Watson and Kinsey
defeated Rust and Alexander 97.
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2007 MAZDA
CX7

2005 JEEP GRAND CHEROKEE LARED04X4

98,000 miles. Heated leather,
moonroof.

72,000 miles
STK #PD9092A

1O,941
STK #CPA1504 $1

2009 DODGE DURANGO SLT 4X4

1 948

•
As Is
Special!

All wheel
drove. chrome
's
,.1,..i.

2008 FORD
EDGE SEL
79.000 miles. Chrome wheels.

5,988

STK rI1C2374A $1

2010 CHEVROLET
2009 DODGE
IMPALA LT
JOURNEY SXT
24,000 miles
SIX *11-3249A $1

4,995

69,000 miles
SIX #TC2343A

$15,558

2010 TOYOTA
YARIS

2009 NISSAN
CUBE

2007 DODGE
GRAND CARAVAN SXT

42,000 miles.

53,000 miles.

131,000 miles

SIX aTPC238A $1

2,646

Chrome
wheels

2010 CHEVROLET
MALIBU LT

2011 CHEVROLET
AVEC, LT

2006 MERCURY
MONTEGO

43,000 miles

19,000 miles.

95,000 miles. Leather.

STK SPA9099$1

5,235

SIX 10%90869

PEPPETS
2400 E. WOOD STR ET
PARIS,TN
642-5661 •1-800-748-8816
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MCCH LAS RECOGNIZED: Murray-Galloway County Hospital CEO Jerry Penner speaks
Iasi Wednesday as he recognizes members of the lab staff at the hospital during the regular
monthly meeting of the MCCH Board of Trustees Penner told the board that Laboratory
Director Linda Gavin, far right, and her staff receivied a finding of no deficiencies from a recent
state report that just happened to be received during National Medical Laboratory
Professionals Week Shown listening are (seated from left) board chairman Steve Owens and
vice chair Dr Yancey Watkins
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MCCH GREETS TWO NEW BOARD MEMBERS: Two new board members recently
began their terms on the Murray-Calloway County Hospital Board of Trustees Lisa
Shoemaker, second from left, and Loretta Jobs, right, will each serve a four-year term Also
pictured is Jerry Penner, MCCH CEO, left, and Dr Yancey Watkins, board vice-chair, third from
left
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Lourdes offers summer program
related to healthcare for teenagers
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VOLUNTEERING IN THE NAME OF HEALTH: Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority members from
Paducah and Murray volunteered at Baptist Health Paducah's annual Heart Health Fair recently. The fair provided free cholesterol, blood sugar and blood pressure screenings. Sorority
members are Shelby Lockhart, (left), Brooke Hubbard, Wanda Horton, Varetta Hurt, Celeste
Emerson, Fredericka Hargrove, Erna Boykins, Carol Young, Kim Toliver and Ruby Toliver.
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Teenagers interested in learning more about the
healthcare field and eager to give back to others
while learning new skills are invited to spend their
summer at Lourdes hospital in Paducah. Lourdes
is accepting applications for teen volunteers ages
14 to 18 for the summer program: The program
runs from June 4 to July 26.
'Teen volunteers are a great resource and we are
excited to haye our teens join us in achieving our
healing mission," said Shannon Courtney,
Volunteer Coordinator for Lourdes. Opportunities
within the hospital for teens include: clerical
needs such as filing, sorting, organizing, restocking items, checking in on patients to fill water
containers, restocking linens, assisting patients
with their call button/remote and much more.
"This is a great way to invest in our future health

cafe associates through mentoring. teaching new
job skills and the enrichment tit meeting the needs
of others through giving,- said Courtney.
In honor of National Volunteers Week, April 2127, Lourdes thanks our volunteers throughout the
hospital for the outstanding job they do in supporting our mission. Lourdes currently has 152 active
volunteers serving 16 departments throughout the
hospital. On average, volunteers log inure than
42(1)service hours a month.
Last year, Lourdes volunteers recorded 52,000
hours and reached the half a million service-hours
milestone to the hospital.
If you're interested in volunteer opportunities at
Lourdes. or if you would like a teen volunteer
application. contact Shannon Courtney at 4442552 or visit elourdes.com. All applications must
be in by May 6. .

Pierce joins Lourdes
as wound care head
Lourdes hospital of Paducah
welcomes Jennifer Pierce to the
SPONSORS PROVIDE ASSIST FOR HALF MARATHON: During the April 24, 2013
position of Program Director for
meeting of the Murray-Calloway Endowment for Healthcare, CEO Jerry Penner, right, and
Lourdes Wound Care Center and
Keith Travis, vice president of development, left, recognized sponsors of the recent Murray
Half Marathon. John McConnell, second from left, represents McConnell Insurance, which was Hyperbaric Medicine.
Pierce
graduated
from
the Presenting Sponsor. Craig Schwettman, third from left, represents Pinnacle, Inc., which
was the Gold Sponsor.
Southern Illinois University. She
comes to Lourdes with 19 years
of management experience.
Lourdes Wo
.und Care Center
provides specialized treatment
Baptist Health Foundation Paducah recently pre- Medicines Company and WPSD Local 6.
for chronic or non-healing
sented $12.173 to the Mother and Baby -Care
"The funds raised will be used to purchase addi- wounds that have not signifidepartment at Baptist Health Paducah for defibril- tional defibrillators for our labor and delivery
cantly improved during the
lators.
patients," foundation director Laurie Latham said.
course of conventional treatFunds were raised at a luncheon, which included "We sincerely appreciate all of our supporters for
a home fashion show by Ethan Allen designer 'Opening Up their Hearts and Kicking Up their ment. The center is located in
Kenn Gray. Sponsors were Genentech. Enterprise Heels' and helping to make this purchase for our the Lourdes Medical Pavilion at
225 Medical Center Drive, Suite
Foundation. the Baptist Health Auxiliary. Credit patients possible."
Bureau Systems, Ethan Allen, Holland Stivers, US
For information on the foundation and how it 205.
Bank. West Kentucky Community & Technical assists the hospital in carrying out its mission,
For more information, call
College, Michelson Jewelers, Paducah Bank. The phone 270.575.2871.
270-441-4462.
Photo by Melony Bray / Murray-Calloway County Hospita

Luncheon produces $12,000-plus for BHP
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For nearly three generations,
Murray Vtotnan's Clinic has
protected the health and
wellness of the women of
western Kentuck). and
northwest Tennessee.
"When experience counts.
count on our lifetimes ofexperience"

ilies.

Board Certified OBIGYN Ph'isidarss
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A Division of Western Rivers Corporaton

COMMERCIAL
Including both
General Contractors
and Sub Contractors
Roofers
Lawn Care Services

1300 Johnson Blvd - Murray, KY

David King

Brian Edwards

270-753-8355
insurancecenterof murrayrebins-ctr com

Plus BONDING
for all Contractors
Coverage for
Farm Owners
FIRING PERMIT
LIFE INSURANCE
HEALTH INSURANCE
Individual or Group
Many Choices to
Better Serve You

Gwen Provine
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Natasha Hutson
Fax: 753-1927
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.- Office flours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-S:00 p.m. •
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COMMOWFALTIII OF IlLENTUCKY
COURT Of JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COUNT
Orel Artie. No. 111414110,17

t VINUMIOPIWEALTH 1W SEIVTUeltY
COURT or Jusime
COUIIII
CALLOVIAV
Civil Ac4lea No. 1347114141411
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tt), irtus, oil a Judgment and tirdet of Sole eitteted It* the l'albos.0 4 'irt oil loon
Merch 26 2013 and autieenuent orders in the al.oe taus*, to sististv the
Judgnient of the Plaintlff in tlw approximate amount of $112 III 75 plus inter
eat. co.ta few. attorney Nes, eta I shall proceed to offer for sale lit the
Courthouse door III the City of Murray. l'alloway 1UuntY Kelituckhto the tuglit'st
bidder at public auction on Thursday Macy 9. 0313. et the hour of 1000 am ,
local tune or thereabout, the hillowing described property heated in Calloway
Uunty Kentucky, with its address being 4545 State Route 121 North Murray
KY 42071 and being more particularly described dm totiowo
Al) cc: acre tract .,(Land da eurveyed by the final of TRINITY ENGINEERING,
IN(' 01 Murray, Kentucky on IWeeniber 01 1994 and being 'cleated at the interaection of Highway 121 and Highway 299 in the town .11 Stella Kentucky and
bring inure particularly described as follows

HoDNEY J DUNLAP &kir RODNEY DUNLAP
MtlitlYiMilt ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEM?. INc
AS NOMINEE FOR AMERICAS WHOLESALE LENDER
IN SUCCES80104 AND ASSIGNS MIDLAND KUNDINI: 114
DEFENI)ANTH
NA
(ANTAL ONE BANK

Beginning at 04 rebar ,aet, on the west right-id -way ot Highway 299 ,440E KW;
approximately 1157 feet north tot the centerline of highway 121 170E RtWi, raid
rebar being the southeast corner of Rodney Bohannon1DB 113. Pg. 13e0 and the
northeast cornerof the herein described tract of land
THENCE South 07 degrees 24 minute.. 3h seconds West for a distance of 104)75
feet with the west nght-tif.way of Highway '299 to a point on the north nght-of
way of Highway 121, said point being the southeast corner of the herein described
.
tract of land.
THENCE North $6 degrees 31 minutes 57 seconds West for a distance of'24.97
feet with the north nght-of-way of Highway 121 through 54 rehar 1set at 194 97
feet as a witness pun to a point in the centerline of a ditch, said point being thg
southeast corner of Jack Cain DR 159. Pg 14121 and the southwest corner
the herein described tract of land.

or

THENCE with the centerline of a ditch for the following calls;
THENCE North 11 degrees 14 minutes 22 seconds West for a distance of 4.31 feet
to a point.
THENCE North 09 degrees 28 minutes 57 seconds East for a distance of 21.45
feet to a point,
THENCE north 09 degrees 28 minutes 23 seconds West for a distance of 50.77
feet to a point on the south line of Rodney Bohannon D.B. 113, Pg. 138). said
point being the northwest corner of the herein described tract of land;
THENCE North 86 degrees 54 minutes 38 seconds East for a distance of 223.58
feet with the south line of Bohannon through a #4 rebar set as at 10 feet as a
witness pin i to the point of beginning.
Together with and subject to covenants, easements, and restrictions or record
Being the same property conveyed to John Townsend and Sarah E. Townsend,
husband and wife, by deed dated January 07, 2008 and recorded on January 08,
2008 in Deed Book 727, Page 490 in the Office of the Calloway County Court
Clerk.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of 30 days,
but if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit with
the commissioner ten percent (10%; of the purchase price, with the balance to be
paid in full within thirty (30) days. with sufficient surety bond, bearing interest
at 12N7e per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable in
thirty 1301 days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security.
All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but shall be sold subject to the
2013 ad valorem taxes.
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Being the manic property conveyed to Rodney J Dunlap, no marital status shown,
by virtue of a deed from Vicky Ann Dunlap iVicia Vicky Ann LInzyi, and spouse.
Brent Dunlap, dated January 13, 2004, recorded on January 14, 2004, in Book
528, Page 604, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court
Parcel Number 073-0-0018
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of:30 days. but
if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit with the
commissioner ten percent(10%)of the purchase price, with the balance to be paid
in full within thirty 30)days. with sufficient surety bond, bearing interest at 12'i
per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable in thirty
30i days Alien shall be retained on the property as additional security. All
delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but shall be sold subject to the
2013 ad valorem taxes

Inside Trends & Treasures
Hwy. 641 South
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When we're dealing with a
difficult time in our lives,
even through the rough
times,just like through
the good times, you will
always be missed, Dad.
Thanks to Vrett Miles,
Vrother VIII, Memorial
6aptist Church, Old Salm

NOTICE OF SALE

The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of 30 days, but
if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to depoeit with the
commissioner ten percent i10Iff of the purchase price, with the balance to be paid
in full within thirty (301days, with sufficient surety bond, bearing interest at 12'1
per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable in thirty
1301 days. A hen shall be retained on the property as additional security. All
delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but shall be sold subject to the
2013 ad valorem taxes
This 18th day of April, 2013
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court
020
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TH2 Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities
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Help Wanted

hearts forever.

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit Court
on October 23. 2012, and subsequent orders in the above cause, to satisfy the
Judgment of the Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $68,220_84, plus interest
at the current rate of 7.75%, from May 24, 2012, until paid, plus costs, fees, attorney fees, etc., I shall proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of
Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on
Thursday, May 9. 2013, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., local time, or thereabout, the
following described property located in Calloway County. Kentucky, with its
address being 397 White Oak Drive, Murray, KY 42071, and being more particularly described as follows:
Lot 4, of Unit II, of the Roberts Estates Subdivision as shown by plat of record in
Plat Book 4, Page 20, in the office of the Clerk of Calloway County Court.
Being the same property conveyed to David W. Taylor, and wife, Jacqueline S
Taylor. by deed dated November 14,2007, of record in Book 721, Page 675. in the
Office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
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We came to realize that
those who help us during
this time will be in our

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 11-C1-00093

4.• I

ritt

Missionary Church, the
Cancer Center and staff,
the Hospice Center.
Thanks everyone and
everything you did for us.

This 23rd day of April, 2013.
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court
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Subject to all restrictions, conditions and covenants and to all legal highways and
easements

appreciate
Give her "a break-.

Name

Mail this coupon

Beginning at the northeast corner of said tract, thence, weet to a stake in the east
right-of-way of the Providence State Line blacktop road. Thence, South with the
east nght-of-way of the Providence State Line Road, approximately 315 feet Le a
stake, Thence. East to Hughes Pritchett's east line corner with Robert Young,
Thence, North with Young's line approximately 315 fret to the point of beginning

Subject to and together with all easements, restrictions, and legal highways, if
any, of record.

LEDGER &TIMES

I City
I
I State

Three acres out of the Nurtheast corner of a tract heretofore deeded to Bob
Atkins. et ox and of record in Deed Book 155, Cabinet I. Drawer 7, Card '2212
and being further descrtbed as follows.

DAVID W. TAYLOR,JACQUELINE S. TAYLOR,
CALLOWAY COUNTY, KENTUCKY, HAZEL ENTERPRISES, LLC,
THE UNKNOWN SPOUSE, IF ANY, OF DAVID W. TAYLOR.
THE UNKNOWN SPOUSE, IF ANY, OF JACQUELINE S. TAYLOR,
DEFENDANTS

SUBSCRIBE
TODAY!

Check

Ely virtue of a Judgment and order of Kale entered by tlw 'allowas Circuit Court
on Mart h 13. 2013, to satisfy the Judgment of the Plaintiff in the approailiialr
amount of $93,423 32, plum interest coots, fee., attorney fees etc , I *hell prier.'.)
to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the ('it) of Murray, Calloway Counts
Kentucky, to the hlarhaet bidder, at public auction on Thurachn May 9 2111.1. at
the hour of 10 00• m local time, or thereabout, the following &scathed property
located in Calloway County, Kentucky. with its address being 5254 New
Providence Road, Hazel, KY 42049, and bring niore particularly dericnbed as fill
lows
That certain tract or parcel of land lying and being in Calloway County. Kentucky.
and more particularly described am follows

VS

This 18th day of April. 2013.,
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court
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Great American Carnivals
will be at
State Line Home fr Kanch
on Hwy 641 in Hazel
Thursday 5 Friday 5pm - lOpm
Satuday 12pm - 1 Opm
flrmbands wilt be on sale Thurs. 6 Sat.
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COURIERS Needed
Area.
Murray
for
Daytime and Evening
shifts available immediately. Use own vehicle.
Cash paid weekly.
Call 759-2485 for more
info.
FULL time, salary computer/network technispecialist.
cian
Minimum 1 year experience required. Details
www.smartat
pathtech.com/career
ADMINISTRATIVE
Assistant,
Approximately
15hr/week. $550/mo.
to
resume
Send
Coldwater UMC 8317
State Route 121 North,
Murray. Job description
online at coldwaterchurch.org
CLERICAL position. 30
hours per week. MonFn Good communication skills and computer
knowledge required
Send resume to PO
Box 1040-L Murray, Ky
42071

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
mun-ay,•ledgercorn.
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.corn.
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website, not all listing,
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you

F
F
A
T
S
Accountant/CPA
Successful CPA firm
relocating to Mayfield,
Kentucky, competitive
salary, 4 day week. 2-5
years public accounting
experience
required. Email resume
confidentially to whitlockcpa0gmail. corn

teacher
FULL-TIME
needed at Christian
Center
Childcare
Experience preferred
but not required. Apply
in person at 810
Whitnell Street, Murray.
LIFEGUARD &
SWIM INSTRUCTOR
POSITIONS
Apply through
May 15, 2013 at the
Murray Calloway
Co, Parks Office
900 Payne St
762-0325
Office Hours:
M-F •8AM-4PM

LOOKING for more
home time? If you
have a clean driving
record. 25 years of
age, Class A CDL and
6 months verifiable
OTR experience. We
have SE-regional, 7
on 7 off and long haul
to fit today's driver
needs
lifestyle
Please call Douglas
at 731-698-1111 for
more information. Or
866-215-3659 as for
Jay. Or email recruiting@osborntransportation.com
NOW accepting applications for full time
Maintenance employee. Apply in person at
Gardens
Calloway
1505
Apartments.
Diuguid Dr.
SMALLER service oriented company with
friendly atmosphere
seeking
receptionist/bookkeeper Previous experience and computer
knowledge required.
Good people skills a
must. Send resume to
P.O. Box 1040-T
Murray, KY 42071
TELEMARKETING
Positions available
immediately. Work full
or part time
Cash paid weekly.
Call 759-2485 for more
info

WILL clean houses and
business References
Call 270 970 7003
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Mediacom
Cable Television Job Opportunities

'fly!

FIELD AUDITOR
Mediact,f11 is seeking a beld aucetur tur the
Western Kentucky area to inspect arid &XIII all
CAT V equipment in assigned areas in Support
of Die system quality integrity and
accountability Review company returns and
equipment to determine the possibility 01 illegal
activity Collect equipment and unpaid bat
ances from customers Investigate leads in
solving illegal activities related to cable service
Review company records arid equipment to
determine the possibility of illegal activities
Collect equipment and unpaid balances from
customers and investigate leads involving illegal activities related to cable service Lifts and
carries loads up to 75 pounds including line
ladder
Preferred experience.,.skills High school diploma or equivalent. 1 year of CATV installation
background. Ability to communicate effectively
with subscribers to promote retention and
payment of services as appropriate. Valid
drivers license: satisfactory driving record.
effective written and verbal communication
skills, ability to work alone without supervision.
Must be willing to travel
Pre-employment drug screen and background check conducted.
Applications accepted until position is filled
via the following method:
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is looking for a full time legal assistant to
staff its new location coming to Murray
Candidates must be organized and able to
work efficiently and independently, There
will be daily interaction with clients and the
Court system throughout the state, therefore good communication skills is a must.
Everyday tasks such as copying. mailing
and answering the phones will be expected. Experience in a legal setting and more
specifically with title and real estate would
be helpful. but is not mandatory. Salary is
commensurate with experience.
If you are interested please email your
resume to Michael Boyd at
mboyd bOydlawlc.com.

Domestic 8 Childcare

j

LL clean houses an
business. References
Call 270-970-7003
140
Want to Buy

150
Articles
For Sale
BED Queen Pillow Top
mattress set. NEW in
plastic. $195 270-2934121. Can deliver.
CHRISTOPHER'S
COINS
Needs your coins.
Paying high prices.
Offering great bargains. Appraisals
270-753-4161
Dr. Fuhrmann

ANTIQUES, vintage
and collectibles. Get a
second opinion. Call
270-293-4510
BUYING old U.S.
coin collections.
Small or large
270-293-6999

STRAW $3.50/bale
753-4582 or 227-7352

GOOD used air conditioner. used carpeting.
stove,
refrigerator.
electric & gas heater,
storm windows
753-4109

S Gold & Silver $
LEE JEWELRY

ARTISANS
305-D 12th Street
Murray KY
Want to buy junk or
running cars and trucks

1,11f5t
WANTED Home or
small lot or 1-2 acres
(developed or undeveloped) or a mobile
home to stay or be
moved. In Calloway
County. Call
270-436-2347

Appliances
Mil

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS

Articles
For SeN
FOR Sale. Wii Game
System
4 controllers, gun. and
games $400 Call
227-8721 after 5 p m

AUSTIN Atacama
fterwtce
/1.61 types Auctaon
Senton K V
270 106 4a5V
tows

HAZEL Apartments
Now tasing appIrca
Irons fur I II 21EIN U11104
Rent based on income
Mobility
impairment
accessibie
Phope
170-527 1311
Mon
Fri
9am-3pm
Equal
Housing Opportunity
NOW LEASING
I 1 & 3bedroorn Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Gal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD•711
UNFURNISHED 1BR
apartment near campus. Non smoking, no
pets. 270-753-5980
Houses For Rent
4BR house Lease and
deposit required.
270-753-4109
SMALL 2BR rental
house. 641 South. No
pets. 227-6431 or
293-6156

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119E Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St. Rt. 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562
J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
I orrwr 111.I21 s. & Clendalt.
IOX lOs & 10x15's
12701436-2524
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.
Commerical Prop. For Rent

4 5 3 2 8
270- 291 10?ii
DALE ADAMS
ELECTRIC
t...ibenees. Mew..
Owed', hervii
770-20141113
0.••• fteetotleini
St,* uns,„ n on, .4 thst..../e7.
that iSliSdISitfli

if•liott I Pun
I tap iribolur
Vied
tipin•diSiing COM
270 b

OSW CUSTOM
PAIN TING
lie wino diet I
Commercial
Wesbirirj &
Staining
Free Eslirnates
meeepo MAO Insige.1
r27111,11M0060 Dave
1370122111-0605 cull
I..

, A tr

A

t.

tkul.oletierice
I
inuk.r.ing
170-14:1- /782

•
LAM
LAWN SERVit
Mowing, Mauna( wring,
Landscaping 3.
Leal Vat uuming
Satisfaction guaranteed

753-1516 rD-0611
Homes For Sale
4BR 2BA. attached 2
CG. fireplace. @awl,
large closets/rooms. on
secluded 5 6 acres 1
miles south of Murray
$95.000 293-7697

1 double bay/
1 single bay

(270) 753-1713
Lawn & Garden
Garden seeds & sup
plues at
Marshall County Coop.501 Poplar. Benton.
270-527-1323
USED Mowers for Sale
Grasshopper
Skag
X-Mark
John Deere
270-210-6268
280
Mobile Ming For RwO

320
Apartments For Rent
1 bedroom apartments
locations
Various
Coleman Real Estate
753-9898

270-485-6122
2 Auto Shops
Clean up/body work
Newly painted
New heater
I double bay/1 single
bay
270-485-6122
40X50 clean-up with
office 293-6430
SPACE for lease South
Side Center 12th Street
across from Primary
Care 700-1000 square
feet space available
Call 293-0902
380
Pelt & Supplies
AKC French & English
Bulldog puppies
270-335-3943
270-994-3915
Obedience
DOG
glendhenmere com
(270)436-2858

6
7
86
4
9
8

8
5
7 9 5
•

REDUCED by $18K
4BR, 3BA. 2.675rsqft
with double carport
Great location City
schools $147K
270-761-6150
SALE by Owner- 2211
Carol
Drive Brick.
1997, 1.5 story. 2670
sqft. 5BR. 2.5BA. 2.5
garage, wood floors,
$185.000_
270-761-3574

Greg

Mansfield

IC

0.- evturen n,v
--

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
We Finance
hollandmotorsales com
270-753-4461
2002
Oldsmobile
Silouette 97.XXX/mi
fully loaded. 270-4373044 270-293-7782

Garage Door
Sales & Maintenance
6'. Continuous Gutters

RepisiC

- 01lf RoutalIon is on the house
Ben Mathis Owner
Residential • Licensed and Insured
Cdll Lis for a tree inspection today'

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

All tlw

I tit tOolt• by imitators

Since 1986

753-9562
www.hillelectnc.com

hilhout all the 111Css

•

71.,1

"A.,, t„
p
iar

44/.
9

We Otter
• All Size Units
• 24/7 Surveillance
• Electricity
• We now have
80 Climate Control Units

Gallimore
I Iectrical Contractors, LLC
Industrial/Commercial/Residential

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE

WWWOECIAC

812 Whitnell Ave. • 753-3853

SIMPLY MOWING

nag"v
iN
McCUISTON

ulting--Weed Eating-Miming
Weekly-Bi Weekly-One Time Service

(-)

No Contrasts-Free Estimates

Replacement and Repair

0-2,100 Sq. FL $20.00
2,100-6,000 Sq. Fl. $10.00
6,000-12,000 $31.00
12,000-18,000 Sq. Ft. $40.00
18,000-.16,000 Sq. Ft. Call or Quote

270-293-1924
Free Estimates
All the quality...
without all the mess

,
(270) 227-1512

MURRAY
CONSTRUCTION

GARLAND
RENTAL

FROM OESVCA/ TO COMPLET/ON.
WE WORK W/Tli YOU,

if you've got it, we can store 1t
RES/DENT/41 4WD COMM/'RC/4Z
Xfoomav 4,vo REA/0017/0W

For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N 12th St.
• MBC Storage - 1900 N 12th St
Lights. Electricity and 24/7 Surveillance

www.murrayconst.com

270-293-9170

• Gariand Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E
*Brand New Motorhome Boat Storage
All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING

270-753-2905

•Asphalt Installation
/ ins Com, Bum • \ii Moth I oil,

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE

striping
40 yrs. experience

it, tuts%

r

I 1.1)(;IT
A

s

•Trimming

Wale( Damaged Floors
Braces 8, Floor Joists
Remodeling A. Plumbing

731-247-5422
270-293-2643
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages. gutters.
Junk & tree work.
A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)

WILSON
DEVELOPMENT

MICKEY

tniscrul tonna. tor
•AdditionN
*Kitchen v &
Bathrooms
*Decks
*Insurance ;140
Licensed &
(270) 226-5444

PRESCOTT
ROOFING
Over 28 Years
Experience

•Insured

(270) 489-2839

(270978-4591

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
12701 293-8726 OR
759-5534
,- hiick Van Buren

Pa%ing. Sealcriating
& Hauling
TONI 1k %I IS

270-293-4256
J M. Lawn Service
Free Estimates
Satisfaction Guarantee
Call 270-994-1045
S

East Side Small
Engine Repair
For all your parts service
sales and repair needs
We mow offer vege table
plants I seeds

Call 753-2925

•Firewood

Let us help
you spread
the word '
Classifieds
work!
,,-

HALL'S WASTE
MANAGEMENT

:.
r,

'

Call .
7534916

• weekly & speciat pickups
• locally owned/operated

to place
your ad

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

TODAY

Zacti 270-873-7700
David 270-227-1106
AN Shingles Hand Nailed

ALL GREEN LAWN
CARE Local, reliable
and affordable Free
estimates
270-293-7220

YEARRVS Tree and
Lawn Servicelicensed
and insured. Free estimates. 436-2562,
227-0267

Hayman Lawn
Maintenance and
Landscaping
•Small Landscapes ate.
*Leal Removal
*Mowing •RasIderttial
*Edging •Cornmerciel
'Mulching •Insured
•Pruning •LIceneed

'Removal

•

*Stump Grinding

David's Home
Improvement
LI(

TRAVIS
Hill Electric ASPHALT
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small

Heps11/

Free Estimates

Used Trucks

530
Services Offered

3,.,.!
5 6
1 9
8 3
4 2
7 8
9 5

270-293-1924

227-4646 436-5080

Hy,1

3OF T
Dutchman
Camper
Sleeps 6. fully furnished
Set-up at Cypress
Cove RV Park on
rentable lot. 18/miles
from Murray. Great
view. Large lot.
270-293-4446.
270-759-1735

6 4
2 7

AsA
in
McCUISTON

127111 293-114811

(270)759-0501

1989 F-250 XLT Lariat
extra cab. 7.4 liter, new
tires, camper top.
122,xxx miles, never
worked, garage kept
$7,500. 293-5600.
753-3855

9
5
8
7
4
2
3
1
6

••

ROOFING

Great Hometown Service

*Seal coating &
93 Mustang for sale.
51.400.00
0.6.0.
(270)489-2767

r

3

MAUS

(270) 759-0890

27O-779-8998
roccoytalciersamogan.

3
8
6

i 5 87 3 2
6 3 9 1 8 4
4 2 7 6 5 9
2 1 4 89 3
8 7 3 5 28
96 5 4 7 1
5 8 19 6 7
3 9 6 2 4 5
7 4 2 3 1 8

•*•

dscaping !noway;
cleanup. & other
outdoor protects
Also providing garde;
assistance, raised
bed- ntsnling

•Framing
•Windows
•Doors
-Garages
•Decks
*Concrete
•Footers
.Painting
•Bobcat Work
•Reconstruction

1

9
6 8 1 7

James C. Gallimore

McCoy Builders
Nathan McCoy

Ammer le Irmytesm Magee

2

•

Crossroads
Lawn & Garden

New 2-4
293-3406
Bedroom homes in
Rherfield Estates.
LAWN Mowing
SBG Real Property Free
Estimates
Professionals
Colby 270-227-9027
293-7872

Clean up/body work

New heater

4

01116

WIN Do Insurance Work

Newly painted

3

Spring rune bort ilia

GARLAND
Rentals
Piesently nes leo bed
room apernmerits •vail
AN*
Cali lur your
appointment
today
170.753 1905

605 [South 12th St

NICE 2BR no pets
753-9866

150

sese leo
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Storage Reotals

The Boyd Law Group, L.C.
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HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
& TRUCKING
48 Your Stole Heeds
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch
(170) 293-8686

HOMETOWN
TREE SERVICE
t
ii,

Garage
Yard Sale
DIRECTORY
YARD SALE

GIGANTIC YARD
SALE

2321 State Rt.
94 East

1 Mile North of
Murray on Hwy
641

Saturday
10AM-3PM

Wed-Sat
7AM-?

A little bit of
everything!!

Antiques, hauling
trailers, mini
bsckho•s, cutting
mowers, and Mille.
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Ha, Isc1 l., Ast.ii
Tunny years ago
1 he Morray -Calk's',ay t'twin s
Optimist Club held its annal
Oratorical Contest Contest chat'
Richatd \ antis it awarded lust
place medals and wising% howls
Iii winner.. Caleb Brown and
(*awl 1.111e (1111%1'101er
the Cantos:1y County High
hit,41 I )C11411111011 e
Scht
sented .1 spring concert titled
"Laker Shim boat" unties th'e
direction oi \di Lan%,„„i
Brandon Kelhe. fourth grader
at Cartel 1.1cmentaiy School. presented his project "litos are magnetism and electricity %molar '"at
the Regional S4:11:11Ce Fan at
MSC.
Ha/el Hodges is a. selected
employee tif the month at HT
Marketing Inc. She received a
check for $100 and a plaque presented hy Bob Jackson.
Thirty years ago
Dr. Charles A. Homra. professor of psychology at Murray
State Unisersity. was honored as
the 211th' recipient of the

1 photo Si as published ii 2
Cat old( bets I Killington pit A
itug doss er• in het gian•Ipatents
11.1t k aid in Muria). She is the
daughtet of MI and Mts led
It lit ulgis 'II
hflyears age
Honor
's Atonal
inductees were Judy
Sheryl Carman. Eddie
John Pasco, Jr.. Donna Seaford.
e.
Stese htsworth.
•Ind tornmy Wells
Mrs Haney Bondurant. is.
was named head costume seamstress ol the "Star.. In My
t'toss if• production to he present est as a summer performance in
the Kenlake Amphitheatre
Sixty years ago
New officers ol the Murray
Rotary Club were D. L.
Divelhos. Robert Perry. Ray
Brownfield. Dan Hutson, and
Verne Kyle.
Members of the cast of
-Mamm)'s Lit Wild Rose," to be
performed at Hazel High School.
were James H. Stewart, Jimmy
Cothran. Joe Max Hutson.
Richard James, Maxine White.
Moore. Nancy
Blondavene
Story, Ann
Taylor, Faye
Davenport. Carolyn Curd. and
Kay Story.
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.5• J stale
Dear Abby Ilicic is .1 11e..1111 44 Is, think and Jose as
14 4111.1:its WW1 Ibis is uthks(1114111e III 10'14% •
l• Ii'. isis
%odd Hui we do nothing to this
11C
By Abigail
aud eis %Ito lest and dm.: Please
tutu
Van Burers
111.41n111$ its ad% Ise 55511 ICAJCI% 111.11 1141
111,111% 31141 1 di. Ma 1/010/1. 1111.4 sage is %unit dy mg sus et
si 1.111 141 11C1 iii 1401. child lie is KOBER!
Sad!'.. that
11)EAlt
not happy being a g•r• mast. and
,
night usi fun - will lia%c to he
nulls why he.. choosing to lose
a he lie was raised in church posipuned ukklinnels Sometimes
tiageds lot Is'Si it s
and leek like he is henaying God it lakes
is eke people up bet Jam: Ille) re
hy hemp gay
Hots can I support him and opeiating under she delusion that
lie to this young woman he is they alt' the C 11t. C1)114111 Ii. she Inks.with Ihnv thi 1 help him and ot the toad iii JIT Illk Ifs ihle
keep his secret at the ...Mk' lime'
DEAR ABBY: My mother is
AN()NYMIflS
DEAR ANONYMOUS: l'oui in her mid 90s and in good health.
son may not he 'happy" being a She ha% no intention ot dying
soon. but tasked me an interestgay man, hut that is who he is
For him to keep a secret like this ing question. She has mileage
from his IIaflit'L' who plans its share points with a major airline and
the rest in her lite with him, u ill NJ% wondering if she can use
be MORE hurtful its her i t he them for the "final trip" hack to
goes through u ith the wedding than her home state for burial when
the time comes Do you know
telling her now
Help him by encouraging him she answer? -- ()NE-WAN' TICKto seek counseling through an ET
DEAR ONE-WAN': I contactLGBT community center. It will
be strictly confidential, and there ed a spokesperson for a major
airline who responded that his comis nothing he can tell them they
haven't heard beftire. Ik has pany does not accept-mileage points
already cracked open his closet as a form of payment for any
door by disclosing his sexual ori- type of "shipment." For her last
entation to you. This tells me that flight, your mother would no longer
on sonic level he wants to open be considered a passenger.

By the Associated Press
On May I. 1963. James W.
Whittaker became the first American to conquer Mount Everest as
he reached the summit.
On this date:
In .1707, the Kingdom of Great
Britain was created as a treaty
merging England and Scotland took
effect.
In 1898. Commodore George
Dewey gave the command. You
may fire when you are ready. Gridley." as an American naval force
destroyed a Spanish squadron in
Manila Bay during the Spanish-

American War.
In 1931, New York's 102-story
Empire State Building was dedicated. Singer Kate Smith made
her debut on CBS Radio on her
24th birthday.
In 1960. the Soviet Union shot
down an American U-2 reconnaissance plane over Sverdlovsk and
captured its pilot. Francis Gary
Powers.
In 1961, the first U.S. airline
hijacking took place as Antulio
Ramirez Ortiz. a Miami electrician, commandeered a National
Airlines plane that was en route

to Key West. Fla.., and forced the
pilot to fly to Cuba.
In 1963. the Coca-Cola Co.
began marketing TaB, its first lowcalorie beverage.
In 1971. the intercity passenger rail service Amtrak went into
operation.
Ten years ago: President George
W. Bush, co-piloting an S-3B
Viking. landed on the deck of the
carrier USS Abraham Lincoln off
the Southern California coast,
standing below a brinier strung
across the ship's bridge proclaiming "Mission Accomplished."
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IN HISTORY, WE'RE STUDYING
- HOW PEOPLE HAVE BEEN < 7
FIGHTING WITH ONE ANOTHER'
o,r4 MILLIONS OF YEA,RS

tisslul

14EY/i
'KEEP YOUR
_ HANDS OFF MY
HEDGE!!

h.

for
BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
Thursday. May 2,2013:
This year a sense of great understanding emanates from you. If
you are single, you meet people
easily. If you are attached, make
sure that your close bond
remains a high priority in your
life. AQUARIUS is as stubborn
as you are, but he or she is more
experimental.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic.
4-Positive, 3-Average: 2-So-so:
I -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** Bypass a power play,
and you will have a close-to-perfect day. Others seem to want
your attention, and they might
resort to some odd behavior. You
have a way of communicating
that allows you to get past an
issue.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** If you think that others
demand a lot, you are 100 percent correct. If you would like to
go in a different direction, do.
Note the areas in which you
impose restrictions. Be aware of
what is going on.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20)
**** Keep reaching out to
someone at a distance. You
understand much more about a
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are caused to WV HP% can
alu cause %Arnier in min. including ins asise s:ancer sat the penis
and anus Hut these Lancers are
uncommon. and not all •ases are
caused by WV' Some strains of
HPV have Also been linked to
cancer of the mouth and throat
HPV Is very common. Moss
sexually active adults become
infected with HPV before the age
of 50 -- and most of them don't
know they have it. It doesn't
cause symptoms. but infected
adults can still transmit HPV to
their sexual partners. Safe sexual practices such as using condoms can reduce the risk of infection. but since condoms don't
cover all potentially infected tissues, protection is incomplete.
Fortunately, many people with
HPV infection never develop can-
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and HPV related cancers
Current guidelines recommend
that boys aged 11 of 12 yews
he sactinated with Gardasil The
vaccine is given as a series tit
three doses The first dose can
he gisen as early as age 9 Males
aged 13 to 21 who have not had
the vaccine or didn't get till three
doses should also be vaccinated
All men can get the vaccine.
through age 26
Even with a vaccine, men and
women should also remember to
prevent HPV the old-fashioned
way: by practicing safe sex
(Dr. Komaroff is a physician
and professor at Harvard Medical School. To send questions,
go to AskDoctorK.com, or write:
Ask Doctor K, 10 Shattuck Si.,
Second Floor. Boston. MA
02115.)

situation than you realize. Have
a conversation about this, and
you'll see that others share your
beliefs.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** A partner makes the first
move. Respond accordingly. if
possible. Recognize that you
might be oversensitive, and
understand that this person
might have strong feelings, too.
Do not take every comment personally.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** You could be irritated by
an older relative or a friend. A
boss might be out of sorts as
well. Be willing to change plans
and free yourself up. Others will
find you to be unpredictable.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** You could feel a bit out of
sorts, as your mind repeats a situation over and over again. A
partner might act up or do the
unexpected. Stay focused on
what is important to you. Answer
questions with a newfound
openness.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** You might be a lot
more involved in a creative
endeavor than you thought possible. Look at the big picture in
order to grasp the details. You
could be overwhelmed by someone's demands. Take a step
back.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Check out a new possibility with care, especially if it
involves a real-estate matter or
an investment. Do not hesitate to
get others' different perspectives. You'll want to make a solid
decision if possible.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** You could be overwhelmed by a certain situation.
As a result, you might insist that
the matter be handled as you'd
like. The responses you get will
surprise you. Use your instincts.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Deal with your finances
and investments, as they are
your strong suit. You also might
want to revise your stance on a
serious matter. Your creativity
will soar, no matter how you
approach the situation.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb, 18)
**** You could lose your temper with a family member, or vice
versa. Take your time when
making a decision. You might
reverse direction several times - at least mentally. Brainstorm.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** You might want to evaluate a decision involving a personal matter. Be skeptical of
someone new you meet, especially if you decide to get to know
this person. You could be subject
to a financial development.
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FRIDAY, MAY 3
•Piecme not

Sing.

.t ,te eas. a.

•4:30 - 6:30 Team Check In Registration Tent at NORTHEAST GATE
•4:30 - 6:30 Look Good...Feel
Better Session

SATURDAY, MAY 4
•1:00 Zumba
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III 2:00 Baby Food Roulette
•2:30 Crocodile Race, Shoe
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Shuffle, Balloon Bottle

For cancer survivors Conducted by
licensed cosmetologists Meet at

III 3:00 Minefield, Tug of War,
Human Pin Ball

registration tent
IN 5:00 — 6:45 Cancer Survivor
Registration at Survivor s Tent
Designated survivor parking near
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II 4:00 Pajama Lap, Cheese Ball
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Toss, Earth Ball
IN 5:00 Bubble Gum Bubble
Blowing Contest, Yo-Yo Contest,

Northeast Entrance
IN 7:00 Opening Ceremony Center Stage
Emcee

Hula Hoop Pass
MIllPA

•5:30 Air Raid, Hat Contest,

Aaron ("' layton

Human Knot All

Welcome - Mike and Jennifer Young
(Chairs)
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•6:00 Sunrise Devotion

Pastor

Rylier Wilson, locust Grove
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RELAY FOR LIFE 2013

American Cancer Sooets would
like to ins ite you and welcome you
to asin us for Relax For Life on
1rida. Ma.3rd The opening ceremonies will he at 7 p.m. and the
luminana Ceremons will being at
;1) p.m.. hut the tun will last all
night long' See sou there!

sank'. The

month wj.. daily treatment, all day. 1
neser thought something could
make me that sick!
As a single mother, my biggest
worry through it all was my 12sear-old daughter. Hannah. I had a
really hard time taking care of her
since 1 was so tired and sick all the
time But she was fantastic! She
helped rne do so much at home. She
would esen stas up with me all
night when I was sick. She had to do
things that no I2-year-old should
ever ha%e to do. I am just so thankful I raised such a fantastic young
lady.
I finished chemotherapy on Feb.
27th. 20I3 and was officially told
on March 27th. 2013 that I was
CANCER FREE! There are no
words to describe the joy and happiness I felt when receiving the news.
finishing
after
days
Three
chemotherapy. I felt like a new person. I was finally returning to my
old self and it felt GREAT! It was a
very rough year. but I am so thankful that I was able to finish the
chemotherapy program. It was well
worth it I know so many people
that hase quit chemotherapy before
they should hase becali.e they. did
not like feeling had all of the time.
Honestls. I wanted to quit everyday,
hut 1 continued to tell myself that I
wanted to lise a long happy life with
ms daughter and I had to finish.Esery single person who participates in Relay For Life has their
own stors and their own reasons
behind their drisc to relay. Some are
cancer stirs ivors. some are caregisers. and some are just fighting
for a cure. No matter what the story
is, the fight is the same. the cause is
the same, and the passion is the

Relaying for a Reason
ks tamiliar sounds Of laughter and three sears later. earned a
musk till the au and the lights are Bachelor's Degree in Elementary
shining bright oscr the Roy Stew.ut EdUCal/Ort in 2005 or a Master's in
Stadium. it is easy to sec that it is Special Education at Nlurray State
in 2008' I am now a proud I5-year
that time again. Relay Fur Lite
As Murras has grown 0.er the stif‘t%Or'
I hase been insolsed with
!,,ears. ihe has C seen many changes
throughout the town The addition Calloway County • Relay For Lite
of businesses. the hustk .ind hustle since !WS and hase seen dear
on the streets has increased. and the friends and tanuls fight the battle
population has grown Oser the and win. hut I Pulse also known
years. it has seemed that Relay has those that tight but not mike it We
resi- haw all been touched hs cancer one
become second nature to
dents Howeser. much of the com- way or another. and I feel truls
munity is still not familiar A ith blessed to tune had each or these
Relay. what it is or esen what it is people he J part of MS Ilte 1 will
COrttinUe to tight to find .1 cure and
for
Relay For Life is An esent put on keep hope alisein eseryone's heart
by the American Cancer Societs to That is My Reason to Relas What is
sours
... for
MSC' money And JA Arent
fighting cancer And cancer presen- ismica.hincr
'In December
t/0n Although the teanis and the
of 2011 1 had
committee work hard throughout
spot ort ins
the year. the ReLo For Lite esent
head. and I went
occurs once a year The night of
it
to
has e
Relay is set up to honor people who
out.
checked
have fought CArker
Being only 30
Although much about Relay is a
scars old. I did
serious matter. it is set up for peopk
not think it was
to Kase tun. play games. eat great
going to be J big
food and. most importantly. enjoy
each other's company Howeser. ii deal and couW be handled in the
is much more than that to many peo- doctor's office Dr Bright did a
pk Here Are the stones ot people biopsy and had me come hack the
from our wonderful communits and following week for the results (hi
Dec 2kith. 2011. I was diagnosed
their Reason to ReIJ%
A ith Stage
melanoma
liammt.Sicassil
N hen I got there. he already had
as Jug
nosed with a my •urgers ..:heduled \I that time.
brain tumor in we did not know how serious it was
19414. as J fresh and would not find out until the day
man in high of my surgery We were hoping that
school
\Her they could lust remo‘e that small
spot. how eser. that was not the ease.
radiation treatand It ended hieing a lot deeper than the
ment
chemotherapy. I had originally thought and I had
prayed
aktuall suffered
Atter in diagnosis. I was scared to
J stroke during an attempt to
hsd sowas my entire family I
remise the ItiMor N. a Festal. I had Litrti
know it I was going to li‘e
to relearn how to walk, talk and do
114 4 (did not krit)ss it I ..iyuld handhow In%
esersdas
11%111e•
faith. Lands and friends I would dle the chemotheiapy treatments for
so long Howeser. I knew I had to
neser hase made it through this hat
tic. and I Reser would haw giaduat Jo it I had to tight I started J year
ed from high school w ith honors program of chemotherapy rhe first
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%Nednesda. Ma) 1, 2013

Hannah's
Poem
No parent would ever expect their
13-year-old child to be their caregiver when they are faced with cancer. However. when Hannah Parker
I 12-years-old at the time) found out
her. mother. Jessica Miller, was
diagnosed she did just that. One day
Hannah presented Jessica with a
poem she had written for her.

STRUGGLE
It's in her body
Ifs not leaving
She fights it, it fights back
Her energy slowly slips away
It's a struggle every moment
She wonders why
But she remains unanswered
She's beaten, invaded
and attacked
The terror of each doctor's
appointment
The fear each dayshe
wakes up
It's a battle, a -struggle. a war
She is bombarded with a beast
It tears through her body
Like a tornado ripping
through land.
She keeps fighting
She is not a quitter
She won't give up
She won't back down

CANCER CAN'T
TAKE HER!
Written by: Hannah Parker,
2013
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RELAY FOR LIFE 2013 2013

Come check out our Silent Auction

on, miss this year's Relay For Life Silent Auction. Bidding in the silent portion of the auction
k)egins at 8 p.m. Then at midnight,join us in the Survivors' Tent when the auction goes LIVE with

D

• Gift Basket from "The Crew"
• Large Star with Votive Candles
• Scentsy Basket
• Mary Kay Basket
• Tastefully Simple Basket
• MSU Tailgating Basket
• Murray High Tiger Basket
• UK Wreath

the highest silent bid becoming the opening bid of the Live Auction.
Come by and check out all of the auction items in the Survivors',Tent. Auction items already include:

•"Let's go to the Lake" Basket full of
lake goodies like koozies, beach
towels, etc.
• Wreath
• Paintings
• Gift Card Bouquet
• Sony Blue-Ray Player
• UK Themed Basket

Chips & Drinks

II Alpha Sigma Phi - Hamburgers, Hot Dogs,

Cheeseburgers, Hot Dogs & Cotton Candy

Kenlake Foods - Hamburgers,

III Pizza Pro - Pizza,Popcorn,Soda & Water

II Ministry Open to All(MOTA)- Cupcakes

Cotton Candy & Drinks

111 Locust Grove Baptist Church - Popcorn,

Getting hungry? Find your food here!

II Pella - Cajun food
II St. John Missionary Baptist Church Pulled Pork, Hamburgers,Hot Dogs,Polish
Sausage, Ribs, Fish & Sides

II Sigma Chi - Gatorade and Water

▪ Alpha Gamma Delta - Cupcakes and Cake
Balls

•North Lakers - Rice Krispy Treats, Trail
Mix, Nachos & Cookies

II Murray Woman's Club Music Dept. -

White Beans and Cornbread, Dill Pickles on

a Stick, Nachos, Desserts, Soda & Water

Page 11

Entertainment,
games, items
for sale and
much more

• White College Sharks Balloon games, also selling
purple balloons and glow
sticks
• Briggs & Stratton Selling opportunities to win
a Pressure Washer
- Sigma Chi - Basketball
Shootout Game
- Keniake Food - Selling
opportunities to win a set of
MSU Cornhole Boards
(must be present to Win,
drawing will be held at 11
p.m.)
• Calloway County High
School - Stop by and play
Bingo
• Sigma Alpha - "Bra .Pong"
a ping pong based game
focused around raising
awareness for Breast
Cancer
• Locust Grove Baptist
Church - Throw your friends
in the Lion's Den for doing
God's Work! Christian
theatre with new shows on
the *hour.
• Alpha Delta Pi - Pie a Pi
activity, throw a pie at an
Alpha Delta Pi sister
- Buck Cancer - Get in the
photo booth with your
friends! Selling shirts and

rV

•fta- MISSION STATEMENT •-•

The American Cancer Society is the nationwide, community-based,
voluntary health organization dedicated to eliminating cancer as a major health
problem by preventing cancer, saving lives and diminishing
suffering from cancer through research, education, advocacy and senile.°
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PLEASE use extra care in seeing that the stadium turf and track are not damaged. No food.
drinks, gum. sunflower seeds or tobacco products are allowed on turf. No chairs should be
placed on the turf. No vehicle traffic is permitted inside the stadium except for RFL Committee
Members using golf carts and Gators.
1 — NO pets are allowed inside the stadium.
2 — No smoking or alcoholic beverages or illegal substances are allowed inside the stadium.
3 — No shoes with spikes/cleats, shoes with wheels, roller blades, roller skates, skateboards.
bicycles or scooters are allowed inside the stadium.
4 — The First Aid Station is located in the DES Command Center trailer located at the south-end
of the stadium.
5 — Campsite set-up will begin at 9am on Friday. May 3. NO VEHICLES ARE ALLOWED
INSIDE THE STADIUM AREA. Relay personnel will be available to help transport heavy
items into the stadium from 9am to 4pm. Please drop off items at the northeast gate, park your
vehicle, and then we will assist you in moving your equipment to your campsite. TRAFFIC
FLOW AT THE NORTHEAST GATE WILL BE ONE WAY,FROM NORTH TO SOUTH.The
north and south gates are for pedestrian traffic only.
6 — Each campsite is approximately 20' X 30'— all tent stakes, ropes, etc. must fit within your
site. If you have multiple sites, your tent may be larger. but still must fit inside your area. Do
not place anything inside the 5' walkway beside the track.
7 — For safety purposes. if you have tent stakes and ropes. please be certain you have protective
devices on the end of the stakes and the ropes are "flagged". A section of a "pool noodle",carpet or foam pads make good protective devices on the ends of tent stakes and could help prevent a serious injury. The ropes could have a Purple Ribbon tied about waist to chest high to
help prevent accidents. If possible. try to make the "stake covers and flags" part of the decoration theme of your campsite.
8 — Depending on where your campsite is located, you will need a 100' — 150'of extension cord
to reach back to the outside wall and connect to the electrical outlet boxes. We recommend you
bring a breaker bar. Please test your lights and other electrical equipment before bringing them
to your campsite on Friday. An electrician will be on-site until lOpm for assistance with electrical problems. If you encounter problems. contact the Registration Tent.
9 — If you plan to have a large tent, you will need to make arrangements with the Logistics
Committee and MSU Facilities for a set-up time on Thursday, May 2.
10 — Please have all children and youth associated with your team assemble at your campsite
during the Luminaria Ceremony to help maintain a proper atmosphere for honoring our friends
and loved ones.
11 — Please do not use hard plastic cups or plates that shatter and sliver.
12— Grills and cookers are fine, but there should be no fires directly on the ground or within 20
feet of the turf or track.
13 — Each person 18 and younger who is associated with a team and who plans to stay after,the
midnight curfew MUST wear their arm band ON THEIR ARM.
14— Teams wishing to have inflatables. large equipment, etc. should contact Mike Young (cell
270-752-6833) for permission and/or instructions as soon.a.s possible.
15 — Please help us keep Stewart Stadium clean my placing all cups. paper, boxes. etc. in the
trash cans provided and encourage others not to liter. If recycling containers are available, please
use them appropriately. We urge everyone to help protect the beautiful turf and track.
Some handy items to have at your campsite: Cell phone. Radio. Extension cords, M,ultiple outlet breaker bars. 3-prong to 2-prong adapters, flashlights, Duct tape. Garbage bags. Screw driver. Pliers, Hammer, Cable ties, Towels. Small first aid kit. A list of your team members and
guestslcitildren, Weather appropriate clothing (bring rain gear, coats,etc.)

Relay Rules
Safety Procedures

RELAY FOR LIFE 2013
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Relay For Life is a great way to have fun and raise money for the
American Cancer Society. Please help us make this event as pleasant
as possible for all involved. The Rules and Safety procedures have
been put in place to ensure that everyone is able to be safe and have
a good time. It is essential that each person who participates in Relay
For Life, committee member, team member or a guest at the event
follows the rules. We love to have as many people as possible from
the community. It is important that we remind ourselves, while this is
a fun event, it is supporting a very serious cause, cancer research.
Please follow the rules, be respectful and mindful that this is much
more than a place to go on a Friday night. Wr are changing the face
of Cancer and Cancer Research as we know it.
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LEARN WHAT WE'RE DOING TO MAKE THIS CANCER'S LAST CENTURY AND HOW YOU
CAN HELP.

I

41173,

AFTER 100 YEARS OF SAVING LIVES AND CREATING MORE BIRTHDAYS, CARING PEOPLE IJKL
YOU WILL BE THE ONES TO HELP US FINISH THE TIGHT.

At the age of 22 when Russell Taylor ss as
put into remission from his battle %kith
Prostate Cancer he was proud to hase the
battle of his life over. Bs being ins oh ed
with their learn from work Russell and his
wife Tina began their insolsement scab
Calloway County 's Relax For Life.
Over the years they base worked hard collecting cans. selling T-shirts. has mg cook
outs and hosting a sariet\ of other fundraisers to make money for their team. Like
many other participant.. the were not
exactly sure where the mime.. they. %ere
raising was going. they kriess the Amencan
Cancer Societ
did research %soh it
However. they %sere not :mare of eser.
thing else that was being done
As a 25 year survisor. Russell had seen
the changes in cancer research and was
able to see how far treatments and diagnoses had come. Unfonunatel.. in 2012
Russell found out he vs as going to experience it again, first hand. In June Russell
found a knot in his testicle. After a trip to
the doctor he was diagnosed with Stage I
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Murray Resident Stays at Hope Lodge
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Calloway County
and the
American Cancer
Society would like
to thank the
2013 Relay For Life
Sponsors.
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When It Is More Than A Paper Bag
It

IN

a

$235,916
$226,651
$200,000
$198,000
$155,228
$159,250
$146,003

$222,000

1101 470° of goal')

#4 in the nation

Money raised
$48,000
$120,000
$170,000
$250,000
$293,245 5869 per capita #1 in the Nation
$278,906 #2 in the nation
$247,000 #2 in the nation

Through the Years

RELAY FOR LIFE

moment that has become all too familiar. gle person to participate in this event. How do you
the moment when the lights dim around Ro‘ participate? Simple. at 9:30 p.m: when
the lights
Stewart Stadium. all acti‘itie. are ceased, and one go down, stop what you are doing. If you
are at a
h% one hundreds of names are read over the speak- campsite. stop all food sales and activities.
Gather
er. As each name is read there is a glow through- up your team members, your family
members or
out the stadium, a glow that is a familiar comfort the people you went with and have
a seat. Take that
and a humbling experience. This is the glow of the time to reflect. Remember that
no matter how
Luminaries To some people this is no more than a stressful your team was that year or how hard
your
simple paper sack with a name written on it. day was we are there to make a difference
. and the
Howe‘er. to other people it represents so much difference is in you. We ask for silence
and stillMore
ness during the ceremony.
A lummaria is a simple paper hag that has a name
Maybe to some it is just a bag, but to the rest of
sA mien on it. Each name represents a person
who Us it is our reason for fighting, our reason to push
has fought cancer. Before the name some of them on another year and most important
ly it is one of
displa% 'In Honor or w We others say "In Memoir) the last ways we are able to honor
the people we
.or. No matter it the lummana is a "Memory" or an love so much who lost their battle and to celebrate
the people who are heating it every day.
'Honor each one of them has a story and a battle
behind them that cannot he measured. While it
might seem like such a tri‘ mal thing it is, in fact,

quite different.
The luminaries are a powerful and moving part of
the Rela%

Teams
25
75
106
113
125
105
112
99
83
100
81
65
52
62
49

auk You Murray-Calloway County!

2012
42
$146,790
Total Money Raised in 16 Years - s2,950,986 00

For Lite e‘ent. It is the one part where
year
all of the acti‘ Hies are stopped. the music is
1997
stopped. the lights are shut off, the candles inside 1998
the hags are flickering in the darkness and one b‘ 1999
one the names on the hags are read aloud..., one by 2000
one This is a powerful e\penence. this moment 2001
puts a thousand faces on the reason the light must 2002
2003
go (ln.
2004
Many people come to honor their lost or battling
2005
10% ed ones at Rela%_ Other people get out to enjo‘
2006
the e‘ent and to take place in the actives. No mat- 2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
ter w hat has brought smueone to Relay For Life
that is the moment that eseryone is united. It is
ovemhelming to Nit in such a large space. surrounded t). so mans people and know that even-

one is there for the same reason; to tight. prevent
and put an end to cancer.
fhe Relax For Life Committee Asks for e‘er?. sin-

r or •I OIN, • elis.-)tii),1‘,1,

Wednesday, May 1,2013
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Serving Kentucky and Southern Indiana
cancer patients and theirfamilies
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American
Cancer
Society'

iisitiruz clinvezing.

Northern Kentucis Office 297 Buttermilk Pike. Ft kladwi
111,591 n47 2300

Owensboro Office 1102 Frederica Street
127016M-0423

Paducah Office- 3140 PSTIMI Or
2701444.037;

1 ,, J

Somerset Office 402 loomer
IWO 679.6143

call 1-S00-227-2345 or visit www.raturr.org.

/II

Advocacy
Every day policy -makers at all levels of Kos ernment make decisions that impact the Ines ot those facing cancer The Amencan
(army Socurti works at the local, state and federal levels hi better educate these kinslators about cancer-related maws

How to Reath Us

Ashland Office:4524 W. I ith St.
thOtal 324-1819

Boss-ling Green Mice:452 FLYNN% Ave Suite 4
12701782-3054

I exington Mice: 114 College 1'sas
18591276-3223

...• . • ,, 211114 • r
To loca the oficet
neareg

I outsville Office 701 Vs. kluhammad Ali Kiri!.
1502.15M-6782

olh

Late.

Patient Support
liecause the A ment-an (..ancet Society understands the impact a cancer diagnosis can make on sour Me, we offer bermes to help
nipmi tlic quahty of life for cancer patients and their families.

Itee311SC suer tint Urn and early detection are the key Tr, increased survival rates. the American
Cancer Sotletv iss'ommitted to
educating the public about cancer. CommunitY-based awareness campaigns are conducted to spread the word about reducing
canner risk and arlhenng to cancer screening guidelines

Education

Research
Sirtrv launching our reseanb program in 1446. the ..1Mtfil, an Cancer %octets ha. directed more than 51 bilhon into research
efforts, including grants to 42 Nobel Prize winners. 11w A mencan Cancer Society is the largest nirnpmfit. private source of
ancer research dollars in tlw count rs.

the American lancer Society is the nut umuide. community-based.soluntars health organization dedicated to ehminating
cancer as a maim health problem by presenting cancer. saving lives and diminishing suffering from lancer. through research
education. ads(wary,and set vice.

Our Mission

Who We Are

ancer patients sometimes have significant transportation needs during treatment In some areas. voluntre1S are available
thiough the Road to Recovery program to drive patients to and trim their cancer treatment!. In addition. the American Cancer
tiocieti has proi ided giant hinds to qualifying hospitals or treatment centers to assist cancer patient, with recurring and
chronic transportatron needs when no other assistance is available.

Transportation

Support and Self Help Groups
these gnu ips help cancer patients and their families deal with the physical and emotional stress of coping usuth cancer diagnosis
and treatment.

Smoking Cessation
Patient, can Is. connected with Irk al remiurce, i,i,issust them in ipotting hi calling I-1100-227-234:i

Reach To Recovery6
this volunteer visitation program proiides information and onesm-one peer support for those concerned
about breast cancer All volunteer,are breast eel( el' sun ivor, and are I rained and certified.

If

I American
Cancer
Society-

jot 4mimar

rican Cancer Society MP
rt Programs
1-800-227-2345 and cancer.org

•

ihe American Cancer Society 's National Cancer Information ('enters available 21 hours a day. 365 days a year k calling
toll-free
I-800-2205. Trained cancer information specialists are on hand to answer questions and conned callers to local resources.
Information is also available online at cancetorg..lhe site provides information about cancer. heal resources. events and more.

Cancer Survivors Network®

[hi'Cancer Survivors Network is a virtual community created k and for 51111ffors where they can share experiences and preside
support. The site is available at csn.cancjetorg.

Celebration of Survivorship

The American Cancer Society holds an annual Celebration of Survivorship during its Relay for Life events across the state.
Cancer sinivors are invited to lead the ictory Lap that begins the(A erniOil Relay. To ioin this rears celebration, please call the
American Cancer Society at 1-800-227-2r;4 7, for scheduling information.

Children's Camps

In Northern Kentucky and Nashyille. Tenn.. the American Cancer Scwiety hosts camps or children with cancer They are
designed to handle the special needs of children undergoing treatment, while offering tun-filled summer camp activities.

College Scholarships

Each yeat he Amehcan Cancer SocietVS Mid-South Division awards scholarships in the amount of SI.000 each to %piing cancer
survivors. Eligible students must have fad a cancer diagnosis before age 21, maintain a 2.5 GPA. be under the age of 25. and haw
been accepted to an accredited college. university' or vocational school.

Gift items

Wigs,lulus. breast prostheses, prosthetic bras, and limited duraNe medical equipment are some ofthe items available fret of
,thargelo cancer patients.

Hope Lodge®

Sometimes patients need to travel to Lexington, Ky. of Nashville. lenn,for cancer treatment reqwring weeks or months;Ma%
from home. The American Cancer Society has 1101w Lidos in both locations to provide free temporar housing so patients can
focus on fighting their disease without worrying about lodging expenses.

I Can Cope®

I Can Cope helps patients and families meet the challenges of a cancer diagnosis through a series of educational classroom-style
sessions or online at www.cancetorOonhneclasses. Topics include pain management. money matters. nutrition and more.

Look Good. Feel Better®

Look tiood...1-ed Better helps women undergoing cancer treatment cope with the a ppi•a ra nce-related side effects of treatment
and regain their self-confidence. The program is offered in group sessions by volunteer cosmetologists. Self-help materials are
also available hr calling IVO-395100k V'th5).

Man To Man

Man to Man is an information and support program to help men and theirfannlies Give with prostate
canceribrough
„
educational seminars, discussion groups and visitation programs.
o'rr'aedotji hock

The American Cancer Society is leading the fight to end cancer. With your
support, we have helped usher in an era
where more people survive cancer than
ever before. By translating our research
findings into action, we have seen a
20% decline in U.S. cancer death rates
since the early 1990s.
We are doing the most to help people
fight cancer. We help people everywhere fight cancer, connecting millions of patients a year to answers,free
rides to treatment, a place to stay when
traveling for treatment, and more.
We are leading the way to find cancer's causes and cures. Whether it is
medications to help people live longer
and better or the most promising
screening tests, we have been part of
nearly every major cancer breakthrough in recent history. You help us
support the best ideas of the brightest
cancer researchers.
We are making noise to save lives. For
100 years, we have been working to
transform cancer from deadly to treatable to preventable. When you get
loud, we can fund research, help
patients, and fight for access to health
care for all.
We use your donations wisely. We are
committed to making the greatest possible impact against cancer. Seventytwo cents of every dollar go directly to
research, prevention, detection, treatment, and patient support. The rest
fuels supporting services for our lifesaving work.

someone calls
1-800-ACS-2345, or goes to
www.cancer.org, a specialist is
always there to help.

They never close. When

The lights never go out at the
National Cancer Information Center.

Wednesday, May 1,2013

RELAY FOR LIFE 2013

Five Reasons to
Get Involved Today!

Cita 1 iRK qupsauPam

SIOC 3dI7 dad AW73ZI

Relay For Life depends on volunteers
Join a Team — Relay For Life is
to make a difference and change the always looking for new and excited
face of Cancer as we know it. Many teams to join the event. Forming a team
people are interested in how they can is simple! Simply grab 10-15 people
make a difference by getting involved you know who are willing to commit to
but are not sure what they could do. raising $100 each to go towards the
Luckily, there are different ways that American Cancer Society. Teams may
allow every person the opportunity to be made up of anyone; family, friends.
find their place in the event.
neighbors, churches, youth or adults!

Qnce you have rallied your friends,
contact
Betsy
Whitfield
at
270.519.0961 or bwhitfield@murrayky.net
Join the Committee - Relay For Life.
would also like to invite you to join our
committee. We work hard throughout
the year to make sure the event can
take place. We have positions in team

development, activities and lumanarias, just to name a few! For more
information about joining the 2014
Relay For Life Committee,contact the
American Cancer Society office located in Paducah, 270.444.0384
We cannot wait to see you at the 2014
Relay For Life event!

Be a Part of Relay For Life 2014

SURVIVORS
Tiffany Clayton - Chair
Pat Green
Terese Shemwell
Ronnie Shemwell
Aurth Shemwell
Kendra Bryant
Aaron Clayton

&MTh&
Cathy Moms - Chair

Robin Dawson - Chair

JMARKE'TLNG & CO NMIINICATIONS
Deedra Hughes - Chair
Mitch Coy
Crystal Duvall
Celia Wall

Ida/MARIA
Cana Sims - Chair

MLSSION DELIVERY
Darlene Taylor - Chair

J.0C;ISTICS
TOM Kiser - Chair
David Robinson

ENTERTAINMENT
Das Cortazzo - Chair

SEMSISSilini
Crystal Duvall - Chau

ACCOUNTING
Rachel Haugh - Chair
Pit Latimer

IE&M DEVELOPMENT
Betsy Whitfield - Chair
Clara Bushrod
Randy Box
Victoria Marables
Kelsey drubbs

NAME / POSMON
Mike & knnifer Young - Event Co-Chairs
Pam Whittemore - ACS Representative

COMMITTEE 2013

RELAY FOJI LIFE
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